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Information Technology (IT) plays a vital role in improving health care
systems by enhancing the quality, efficiency, safety, security, collaboration and
informing decision making. Dementia, a decline in mental ability which affects
memory, concentration and perception, is a key issue in health and social care,
given the current context of an aging population. The quality of dementia care is
noted as an international area of concern.
Dementia Care Mapping (DCM) is a systematic observational framework
for assessing and improving dementia care quality. DCM has been used as
both a research and practice development tool internationally. However, despite
the success of DCM and the annual generation of a huge amount of data on
dementia care quality, it lacks a governance framework, based on modern IT
solutions for data management, such a framework would provide the
organisations using DCM a systematic way of storing, retrieving and comparing
data over time, to monitor progress or trends in care quality.
Data Governance (DG) refers to the implications of policies and
accountabilities to data management in an organisation. The data management
procedure includes availability, usability, quality, integrity, and security of the
organisation data according to their users and requirements.
This novel multidisciplinary study proposes a comprehensive solution for
governing the DCM data by introducing a data management framework based
on a data warehousing approach. Original contributions have been made
through the design and development of a data management framework,
describing the DCM international database design and DCM data warehouse
architecture. These data repositories will provide the acquisition and storage
solutions for DCM data. The designed DCM data warehouse facilitates various
analytical applications to be applied for multidimensional analysis. Different
queries are applied to demonstrate the DCM data warehouse functionality.
A case study is also presented to explain the clustering technique applied
to the DCM data. The performance of the DCM data governance framework is
demonstrated in this case study related to data clustering results. Results are
encouraging
and
open
up
discussion
for
further
analysis.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
Electronic health (e-health) is an emerging innovation in the health care
industry. Information Technology‘s (IT) contribution to the health care system
improves quality, efficiency, safety, security, collaboration and informs and
assists better decision making [1]. IT and the health industry together are
introducing new mechanisms for improving and monitoring the quality of patient
care and quality of life.
Dementia is a key issue in health and social care given the context of an
aging population. Dementia is ―a decline in mental ability which affects memory,
thinking, problem solving, concentration and perception‖ [2]. It is a disease
caused by damage to the brain cells and is not specifically a part of the aging
process and is progressive in nature with no cure. There are currently about
700,000 people with dementia living in UK and the number is expected to rise
over 1 million by 2025 [3]. In 2001 there were an estimated 24.3 million people
with dementia globally [3].
The quality of dementia care has been noted as an international area of
concern [4]. Many countries including UK, France, USA, Norway, Sweden and
Germany have been establishing national strategies and plans to deal with
issues related to dementia and have placed dementia as a key research and
practice priority [5], [6], [7], [8], [9]. The World Health Organisation report on an
international consensus on policy for long term care for older people [10]
specifically mentions quality assurance, research, data collection and strategic
analysis among the key areas that international policies must address.
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Assessing and improving the quality of formal dementia care is not a
simple or short-term initiative. The needs of people with dementia are varied
and often highly complex. Many people with dementia are unable to
communicate their needs or experiences of care; therefore, systematic
observation of care needs to take place to capture and attempt to understand
the experiences of people with dementia and thus to raise the quality of care
they receive. Dementia Care Mapping (DCM) [11], [12] was developed at the
University of Bradford by the Bradford Dementia Group as a systematic
observational framework and practice development process for assessing and
improving dementia care quality. It involves continual observation of 5 to 8
people with dementia over a sustained period of time, usually 6 consecutive
hours. Codes are recorded that represent the behaviour, mood and
engagement level of the people with dementia, for every five-minute period.
This is assessed by attempting to take the standpoint of the person with
dementia. The quality of staff interactions with the people with dementia is also
noted. Detailed process of the DCM system and how it works is described in
Chapter 2.
DCM has been used as both a research and practice development tool
internationally [13], [14], [15], [16], [17]. This research has shown that, if used
over time, DCM can help to maintain or improve the well-being of people with
dementia [13], [15], [18] and is a useful tool for research [18]. There are
approximately 8000 people trained to use DCM tool (mappers) spanning over 5
continents. However, despite the success of DCM and the annual generation of
a huge amount of data on dementia care quality, there is no mechanism or
framework for large scale data collection, storage, sharing and usage. Currently
4
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data is collected and stored in Excel based spreadsheets and paper based files,
which by no means provide the organisations using DCM a systematic way of
saving, tracking and comparing data over time and to monitor progress or
trends in care quality. DCM needs modern and sustainable approaches of IT
contributions to facilitate a large number of national and international users to
have access to quality data in a secure environment. Modern technologies and
management systems together can provide highly skilled researchers, social
and health care authorities and governmental authorities with a comprehensive
framework to access the DCM data for analysis and decision making purposes.
The DCM system lacks a comprehensive data governance framework which
defines the structure of DCM data activities from capture to dissemination.
The rest of the chapter includes description on data governance in general
and then its importance in the DCM domain. Motivation to take this study on
board has been described as well. The contribution made in health care
knowledge is also mentioned. At the end of the chapter the structure of the
thesis is presented.

1.1

Data Governance
―Data Governance is a quality control discipline for assessing, managing,

using, improving, monitoring, maintaining and protecting organisational
information‖ [19].
Data Governance (DG) refers to the implication of policies and
accountabilities to data management in an organisation [20]. The data
management procedure includes availability, usability, quality, integrity, and
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security of the organisation‘s data according to their users and data
requirements.
Every year a large amount of data is collected by organisations and it is
expected that the information will be extracted from this raw data using different
integrated and analytical technologies. This is a complex and time consuming
process. Yet organisations spend a lot of money and time to accumulate this
data and on its transformation into information. When integrating this data from
disparate data sources, the need to maintain data quality, its security, access
rights and its ownership initiates complex issues which need to be addressed to
have a sustainable and a consistent data management process. DG is a
process where the problems and issues of any organisation‘s data acquisition,
handling, quality, security, access and decision making are addressed [21].
Different roles and responsibilities are assigned to process the data in an
organisation. DG strategy helps to deliver appropriate data to authorized users
when they require it [22]. A governance process in any organisation ensures the
access of quality data to authorized users for research, analysis and decision
making purposes [23].

1.2

Data Governance in Dementia Care Mapping
DCM is a process to evaluate the quality of dementia care in formal and

informal dementia care settings across the world. Trained mappers collect data
from different dementia care settings regularly. This collected data is processed
and reported back to the dementia care settings for evaluation of the quality of
care and quality of life in people with dementia. There is no method to-date to
combine the DCM data nationally and internationally for comparison, analysis
6
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and benchmarking. Researchers do not have access to quality and secure data
on DCM to explore the research issues generated in dementia and even in
DCM itself. DCM data needs standard definition, secure access points by
authorized users, monitoring of data quality and security, and dissemination
levels. A data governance process will address all these requirements by
implementing a comprehensive model. DCM data management process under
data governance framework will facilitate the availability of the rich data to
potential users under acceptable secure conditions, compatible with patient‘s
data privacy issues, data quality issues and user defined requirements.
The quality of health care of people with dementia can be improved if the
users have access to the DCM data for analysis, comparisons and decision
making. This can only be possible if a data governance process involving
efficient and sustainable IT methods is available to manage the data
internationally. The data governance framework provides a comprehensive
solution to manage the DCM, using a data warehousing approach, across the
world from data capture to dissemination. Data warehousing [51] is a data
management

approach

which

provides

data

storage

solutions

for

multidimensional analysis and decision making purposes. The proposed data
governance model describing the DCM data management framework is
discussed in detail in Chapter 4.

1.3

Aims and Objectives
The DCM system lacks a data governance framework providing an

efficient and sustainable data management approach. This management
system can improve the quality of health care in people with dementia,
7
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nationally and internationally, by allowing a variety of users from social and
health care to use the DCM data for analysis and decision making purposes.
Researchers can make use of benchmarking the DCM data to carry out
predictive analysis and comparisons between different organisations‘ dementia
care quality. To-date there has not been any attempt made to design a data
governance framework describing a data management solution for DCM system
[25]. The main aim in undertaking this novel study was to explore the steps
needed to design a comprehensive framework for DCM data governance. This
includes introducing and designing a DCM data management framework based
on a proposed data warehousing approach to allow a wide range of users to
have access to DCM data for effective monitoring of dementia care quality.
Furthermore the aim was to present a novel approach of managing the DCM
data from its capture to dissemination by applying existing IT techniques.

1.4

Contributions to Health Care Knowledge
This study proposes some significant contributions to the current health

care knowledge in dementia. The first is a data governance framework design,
to manage the DCM data from capture to dissemination, using existing methods
of data management in health care settings. The second is designing a
structure for a data warehouse to store the DCM data over time and defining
accessibility and security models on this data, enabling secure data access by
various users.
The original research work reported hereby will help in implementing
successful strategies to increase the use of relevant knowledge in health care
decision and policy-making processes.
8
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1.4.1 Quality of Care
Improvements to the quality of dementia care can be supported by IT
contributions to the DCM system through providing an efficient and sustainable
solution to manage the data. A data governance framework to manage the
DCM data from capture to dissemination using existing methods of data
management in health care settings will provide a sustainable solution to
capture, store and retrieve data. This will help a variety of users from social and
health care to access good quality DCM data for comparisons, analysis and
efficient decision making.
1.4.2 Dementia Care Monitoring in Different Dementia Care Settings
Having access to a historical and quality DCM data will enable dementia
care providers in social and health care to monitor the care quality in different
dementia care settings.
1.4.3 Standardization
The DCM data governance framework will provide the DCM users with
standard guidelines to manage the data at different access levels. These
guidelines will ensure the standardization of storage and access of the DCM
data at national and international level.
1.4.4 Scalability
Scalability is the ability to expand any system‘s functionality to fulfil the
growing amount of data or number of users without making major changes to
the system [24]. The proposed DCM data warehouse structure for managing

9
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DCM data will ensure the system scalability by providing a solution to manage a
growing amount of DCM data over time.
1.4.5 Data Quality
Data quality is a very important issue in any kind of data used for decision
making purposes and refers to a complete data [30]. This study will provide a
governance framework which deals with this issue in a continuous manner. The
data warehouse approach will provide a storage system which only stores
quality and consistent data. Application of data mining techniques on the DCM
data will help to identify the missing data, redundant data and attributes need to
be collected for finding detailed information from raw data.
1.4.6 Data Security
Like any other health data, there can be several issues with security of the
DCM data. Patient privacy is the main issue which needs to comply with data
security regulations. A data anonymizing strategy can be a solution to secure
patient‘s personal information at different access levels for secondary uses.
DCM data will be collected from national and international data vendors and the
exercise of data anonymization techniques will be different. The DCM data
governance process will establish standard rules of data anonymization and
data security.

1.5

Research Methodology
To design the DCM data governance framework a software engineering
methodology was applied to capture the potential DCM user‘s
requirements. DCM short courses were attended to learn about the DCM
10
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data and how the DCM system works. During these courses national and
international DCM users were interviewed and asked questions to
understand the end users requirements to develop the DCM data
management stages e.g. DCM international database and DCM data
warehouse.
Due to ethical and privacy issues with DCM data only limited data was
obtained from some dementia care settings from UK. The acquired data
was anonymized for the purpose of practical application.

1.6

Thesis Structure
The rest of the thesis is structured as follows:

Chapter 2:
Chapter 2 provides a detailed overview of the DCM system, how it is
currently used, the users of the data and system. It also gives an overview of
the existing techniques used in the DCM data processing and the need to
manage the DCM data effectively.
Part of the material from this chapter is published in a paper at a
renowned peer reviewed international conference [25].
Chapter 3:
This chapter presents relevant work in the field of health data
management and comparisons with the proposed work in this thesis. This
includes an extensive literature reviewed on different components of data

11
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governance. Existing systems of managing health care data across world have
been discussed and criticised in detail.
Chapter 4:
The contributions towards designing a data governance framework for the
DCM are presented in this chapter. Different DCM data governance
components have been described as well.
Chapter 5:
This chapter explains the proposed framework of the DCM data
management. Different steps to design the DCM data management have been
described and discussed in detail. The proposed framework has been evaluated
by using a limited DCM data. The small scale application results are shown with
the implementation of the successful queries.
Parts of the material from this chapter were included in the publication
[25].
Chapter 6:
This chapter provides an application scenario based on a case study to
explain the application of data mining (clustering) on the DCM data obtained
from the DCM data warehouse.
Chapter 7:
This chapter concludes the thesis by providing a summary of the thesis
and a list of contributions made during this MPhil study. An overview of the
open issues and the future work is also given in this chapter.
12
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Chapter 2: Dementia Care Mapping (DCM) System
2.1

Introduction
This chapter provides a descriptive view of the Dementia Care Mapping

(DCM) and how this system works.

At the end, the limitations of currently

applied data processing techniques have been discussed and the importance of
a data management system for the DCM system is recognised giving some
examples.

2.2

Background of Dementia Care Mapping
DCM [12] is an observational tool which was designed and developed by

the late Professor Tom Kitwood, and Kathleen Bredin in the late 1980‘s. The
purpose behind it was to develop a tool which assesses quality of care, in
dementia care settings, from the perspective of people with dementia.
In 1992, the Bradford Dementia Group at the University of Bradford
commenced training people, from different professional backgrounds, on the
use of DCM tool. Since then this tool has been used in formal dementia care
settings such as hospitals, care homes and day care.
According to Brooker and Surr [26] ―DCM is both a tool and a process.
The tool is the observation and the coding frames. This is the intensive in-depth,
real time observations over a number of hours of people with dementia living in
formal care settings. The process is the use of DCM as the driver for the
development of person-centred care practice including careful preparation of
staff and management teams’ feedback of the results of the map, action

13
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planning by the staff team on the basis of this feedback, the monitoring of
progress over time and then the cycle of re-mapping commences”.
The development of the DCM tool was based on identifying a process to
improve the quality of life and quality of care for people with dementia. This tool
works properly only if used carefully to record the sensitive data about people
with dementia. This sensitive data is recorded by observing the behaviour and
activities of a person with dementia over a particular time period.
DCM provides detailed and well structured information about well being
and ill being of an individual or a group with dementia across a day. It provides
information about how quality of care in care homes affects the quality of life of
people with dementia.

2.3

How DCM System Works
The DCM process involves continual observation of 5 to 8 people

(participants) with dementia over a sustained period of time, usually 6
consecutive hours [12]. Observations are carried out by a trained observer
(mapper). Codes that represent the behaviours and mood and engagement
levels of the participants for every five-minute period (time frame) are recorded.
This is assessed by attempting to take the standpoint of the person with
dementia. Two types of codes are recorded; Behaviour Category Code (BCC)
and Mood and Engagement (ME) Value. The BCC represents one of 23
different domains of a participant‘s behaviour. The letters from A to Z (except H,
M, Z) represent the main behaviour observed within a time frame e.g. A for
Articulation (when a participant is verbally or non-verbally engaged in
communication or interaction with another person or animal). ME values
14
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represent the mood and engagement of the participant associated with the BCC
recorded in a time frame. The values of ME are expressed on a six point scale
ranging from extreme distress (-5) to extreme positive mood and engagement
(+5). So for example, a participant engaging in a positive conversation would be
coded as A+3. Over a six-hour map up to 72 times frames of data may be
coded for each participant. The quality of staff interactions with the people with
dementia is also noted. These codes are called Personal Enhancers (PEs) and
Personal Detractions (PDs). There are 17 different types of PDs and PEs that
may be coded as and when they occur. All this information is recorded manually
on paper-based raw data sheets and then part of this data is transferred onto
Excel based spreadsheets for storage and basic analysis purposes. This
information, in the form of reports, is then fed back to staff who develop action
plans for care improvement. Observation takes places at regular intervals (3-12
monthly) to monitor progress and set new targets.
Currently, when undertaking data analysis, the mapper, for example,
undertakes basic calculations such as percentage of time spent in each BCC
and ME, and total number of PDs and PEs. They may also undertake further
calculations such as calculating the average of all the ME values (known as the
well or ill-being or WIB score), which represents the average level of well or illbeing experienced during the whole map by an individual participant or the
group as a whole. The richness of the DCM data also permits other analyses to
be completed for each map such as agitation and distress levels, withdrawn
behaviour, passive engagement, opportunities for activity and engagement.
This is done by combining different elements of the raw data into relevant
categories.
15
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Limitations of Existing Data Processing Techniques
DCM data is currently being stored in an unstructured, inconsistent and

unlinked format (Excel based spreadsheets and paper based files).The data
recorded in one mapping session is stored in different formats i.e. BCC and ME
on spreadsheets and PD‘s and PE‘s on paper based files. Service user‘s basic
details i.e. full name, age, gender and address are not recorded (even if
recorded, for specific purposes, they cannot be related to the other recorded
data about a mapping session).

Lack of data management originates the

integration complexities between disparate data structures. DCM data faces
irregularities, incompleteness, storage, and quality issues. These data
management problems currently make the DCM data unsuitable for complex
analysis and recognition of trends and patterns over time.
In addition, researchers and practitioners are unable to get a broad view of
a large amount of historical and consistent data, which could assist with
monitoring and benchmarking dementia care quality locally, nationally and
internationally for decision making authorities i.e. managers, executives.
Government bodies are restricted in their ability to utilise the DCM data in
decision making because of the lack of a structured, organised and efficient
Decision Support System (DSS) [27]. Organisations have to go through a time
consuming and costly process to bring all data together in one place to carry out
very basic analysis.
This lack of data organisation and management inhibits the ability of the
mapper and other potential users of DCM to utilise and analyse the DCM data
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to its full potential. The following queries, which can be extremely useful in care
quality tracking and benchmarking cannot be answered:


What is the average WIB score of all male and female service users in all
UK units, each year, over the last 5 years?



What is the average number of personal enhancers recorded per hour of
mapping in Bradford unit, from 1995 to 2000?

2.5

Importance of DCM Data Management System
A huge amount of DCM data is generated every year nationally and

internationally. This complex and rich data needs a sustainable and consistent
data management framework [25]. The data management framework can
facilitate the data storage, analysis, and efficient retrieval processes. DCM can
provide the information of value to a variety of aspects of care delivery, which
can help to achieve benefits on clinical, individual, group and organisational
levels [28].
A data governance framework with a DCM data management structure will
assist health care providers in monitoring and improving care quality more
proficiently. Collected alongside other information about persons with dementia
(e.g. diagnosis, severity of dementia, dependency, age, gender, ethnicity) and
about the care setting (e.g. location, type, size, staff ratios), a single data
repository of the DCM data will provide a picture of the quality of dementia care
internationally, nationally, regionally and locally. National and international level
storage and comparison or analysis of data over time, if available, would permit
national benchmarking of care quality to assist in identification of DCM care
17
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quality indices, international comparison and tracking of care quality and also
highlighting areas of poor and best practice. It would also provides an
invaluable resource to researchers in dementia care, as it can be used in the
longer term for quality of life related dementia research and for information
retrieval.
My approach in introducing the data warehousing methodology to manage
the DCM data will enable a variety of users (e.g. mapper, manager, researcher)
to extract information relevant to them, from a historical data repository as
discussed in Chapter 5. They will be able to store and retrieve the data in an
effective manner.

2.6

Conclusions
This chapter explains the background and detailed introduction of the

DCM system and how it works. The lack of a proper data management system
in DCM has inhibited the variety of users from social and health care to use the
DCM data for analysis and decision making purposes to improve the quality of
health care in dementia care settings and quality of life in people with dementia.
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Chapter 3: Literature Review
3.1

Introduction
This chapter presents the literature review on different components of the

Data Governance (DG) process. The majority of this chapter is based on the
work reviewed on data management systems designed to provide effective
health care data management solutions, through the exchange of patient‘s
medical data between different health care providers. The other important
components of DG are data quality and data security, which are also discussed
in terms of health related organisations.

3.2

Data Governance in Health Care
In the NHS and social care sectors, Information Technology (IT) based

solutions to data collection and storage are becoming a central part of record
keeping and monitoring of patient data. The governance of data required for
such IT solutions has initiated the implementation of policies on data
management, its quality, security and proper usage in a systematic manner
[29]. Every organisation has its own way of governing the data, which depends
on the organisation‘s data, policies, business requirements and areas need to
be governed.
Very limited academic research has been done so far on the issue of DG.
Most of the academic research related to DG is on the management of the
quality of data [93], [30] which comprises only one part of the DG process. For
the DCM data I will discuss the whole DG process which deals with all the
issues of data management. Different organisation‘s including health care
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organisations are trying to deal with their data management issues through the
implementation of a specific DG process.
The National Health Service (NHS) [38] of England has also moved
towards IT based DG and implementation standards of data management,
quality and guidelines of data anonymization, and use of data over time.

3.3

Data Management Systems in Health Care
Information Technology (IT) plays an important role in improving health

care quality globally. Different IT applications have been applied by health
sectors to manage the health data which is usually found in a disparate,
complex and heterogeneous format. Mostly health care providers have
developed local data management systems which are in incompatible data
formats [51]. The disparate data sources need integration into a common format
to facilitate the analysis, pattern recognition and decision making process,
which otherwise is a time consuming and complex procedure.
IT in health care has been a valuable step towards health care
improvement. IT contribution in health care was initially limited to basic data
storage applications and Medical Health Records (MHR). However other
examples of use of IT in health include the following applications in health care
systems: Computerized Provider Order Entry (CPOE), Clinical Decision Support
System (CDSS) [31], Picture Archiving and Communications System (PACS),
Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) [32], and Interoperability [33] in health
care [34].
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Health data about patients, their health related issues, and their
physician‘s details is collected annually and stored in different forms and
structures. The combination of health and technology has the potential to
improve the ability to manage the large amount of data into a consistent and
easy to access format.
Different approaches to share the health care information have been
applied globally. Two, in particular, are important [36]. One is the hub-andspoke repository architecture which is practised in the UK, Canada, USA and
Norway where data collected from different data providers is collected in
jurisdictionally coordinated repositories. This provides a variety of users with
access of timely and consolidated data. Another architectural approach is pointto-point information exchange systems which are being practised in NewZealand, Denmark and Australia. In this approach each data provider develops
and maintains its own databases locally and then data is integrated when
needed on request. Both approaches are based on the common objective of
providing the health care providers with integrated and quality data at the point
of care to improve the quality of health care.
Some other applied and working data management systems in different
health care organisations globally have reviewed and discussed. The details are
as follows:
3.3.1 Canada Health Infoway (CHI)
Canada Health Infoway [35] is a Canadian organisation, developed in
2001.
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This organisation provides an integrated framework of IT applications for
health care organisations. Its basic aim is to provide different health care
providers with accurate patient information, enabling better decision support at
the point of care. The development of this organisation was based on the goal
to improve the health care system‘s collaboration with each other and
encourage the use of Electronic Health Records (EHR) system across Canada.
This also includes the integration of all provincial health information systems
into national pan-Canadian health network by the end of 2010 to provide secure
and integrated quality information to health care givers and access to patient
related health data [36].
The basic architecture of implementing the Canadian health network was
based on hub-and-spoke repository systems which have service based
connection, to collect the data from disparate data sources. This will allow the
users to have access to timely consolidated data at the point of care. The
Canadian health infoway chooses a series of hub and spoke coordinated
repository system to store the patient‘s information because of two main
reasons; one is that the infrastructure of EHR across Canada was not very
strong at that time which created the problem for care providers to access the
consolidated data and other reason is that Canadian government had financial
control over the health care sectors [51].
Canada health infoway provides an information structure based on Service
Oriented Architecture (SOA) approach [37]. This structure provides standards
for data sharing across different health care sectors. SOA approach plays an
important role in integrating the disparate systems based on services which are
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independent of underlying platforms and programming languages. The main
concept is illustrated in Figure 1 described by [37].
Different components of this approach are


Application Frontend



Service



Service Repository



Service bus (HIAL)

Figure 1: Canadian Health Infoway (CHI) Data Architecture [37]

Some additional features, for example, decision support systems and
mined knowledge services have been introduced in this SOA architecture.
These additional services will enable the health care providers to access the
knowledge available in specific domain through standard services. Mining
services will enable users to have access to quality and complete data for
decision making purposes.
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Canadian Health Infoway‘s IT network is based on the SOA architectural
approach. This approach is based on the concept of supporting health
information exchange nationally. The scalability of this approach has led the
system network to expand by adding new components seamlessly. Adding
decision support systems and data-mining systems into the existing network will
be a challenging and complex action as the origin of the CHI was based on the
idea of initializing the EHR nationwide and transporting the clinical documents
through IT based communication network. But this system lacks the concept of
automatic statistical analysis of patient data. This approach does not support
the automatic historical data storage on atomic level, which could facilitate the
analysis and mining on the data for future knowledge enhancement. Yet the
extended SOA architecture opens new possibilities to add mined-knowledge
services in the system but still the existing system needs changes to address
the new added functionalities effectively.
3.3.2 NHS Centralized Summary Care Record Service
Connecting for Health (CFH) [38] is England‘s IT services provider agency
working for National Health Service (NHS) in England. This agency has been
established to provide IT based services to NHS for better and safer patient
information storage and retrieval. The aim of this agency is to connect 100,000
doctors, 380,000 nurses and 50,000 other health care professionals and
provide patients an opportunity to have access to their medical care records
and health care providers to integrated data [39].
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3.3.3 Spine
Spine [40] is an IT project established to create electronic health care
records for more than 50 million of England‘s patients [38]. Spine is a national
database, which is part of the NHS Care Record Service (CRS). It stores UK
patient‘s electronic health care records summaries, which includes the patient‘s
demographic and medical information.

Figure 2: Spine Architecture by [39]

The goal of Spine is to gather data from multiple sources and deliver it to
health professionals, who work in hospitals, primary care and community care
services, for making decisions about patient‘s health care. The architecture of
Spine given by Spronk [39] is shown in Figure 2. Spine consists of the following
components:
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Transaction and Messaging Spine (TMS)
TMS acts as a master ―router‖ for messaging between all the spine
systems. The transmitted message through TMS is based on HL7 V3
messaging standards [39].
Spine Directory Service (SDS)
SDS is an essential step for secure spine functions. This directory
contains organisational details of GP practices. Each transaction and
messaging service is monitored and only legitimate and authorized users can
perform this action.
Legitimate Relation Service (LRS)
The function of LRS is to control the access rights on the patient‘s clinical
data. This will enable different health care professionals to have access to
consented data. Only authorized professionals are allowed to have access to
patient‘s clinical and personal data.
Personal Demographic Service (PDS)
PDS is the central source of holding NHS patient‘s demographic
information. This information includes patient‘s name, date of birth, address and
NHS number. These patient‘s identifiers will be gathered from local databases
[51]. Through NCR, service role based access will be given to a variety of users
to protect the patient‘s privacy.
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National Care Record (NCR)
Summarized clinical records are stored in this central repository. This
repository collects the detailed data from heterogeneous sources and
summarizes it for the use of different users for analysis and querying purposes.
There are different applications of this database; one of them is Secondary
Uses Services (SUS).
Secondary Uses Service (SUS)
The SUS [41] is a data repository with anonymized patient records. This
system helps researchers, analysts, practitioners and governing bodies to look
at public health trends, medication and treatment efficacy, numbers of staff
required by the NHS for future planning and other health care issues requiring
planning or problem solving.
Summary
The described system architecture seems to be compatible with the user
requirements. The basic aim of this system is to provide health care
professionals with summary care records taken from various health providers.
These records consist of integrated, summarized and anonymous data which is
used for analysis and research purposes. But still there has not been attempts
made so far to develop data mining technologies on the collected data to
enhance the decision making and knowledge discovery process.
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3.3.4 Biopattern Grid Project in Health Care
Biopattern, [42] is a European funded project. It is designed to provide
analysis facilities on distributed bioprofile databases of people which will be
remotely accessible via the internet to patients and clinicians. Biopattern is a
pattern based on information, which helps clinicians to find evidences for
diagnosis and treatment of diseases [42]. A bioprofile is a personal ―fingerprint‖
that fuses together the person‘s current and past medical history, biopattern and
prognosis. The basic aim of this project is to make bioprofile data available from
distributed databases for information sharing in a secure way via the internet.
The other aim is to provide online algorithms, libraries and processing facilities
[43] to support analysis on biopattren and bioprofiles to combat major diseases
such as cancer and dementia.
The biopattern grid architecture described by [43] consists of four layers
as shown in Figure 3.
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Grid Portal

Remote Data
Acquisition

Data Analysis and
Visualization

Data/Information
Querying and Crawling

Grid Services

Grid Middleware

Sensor Network

Databases

Algorithms

Computation

Distributed Resources
Figure 3: Biopattern Grid Architecture [43]

Grid Portal serves as an interface between end users and biopattern grid.
Authenticated access is allowed by end user to access the services of
BIOPATTERN grid.
Grid Services layer provide services for data acquisition, analysis,
visualization and information querying and crawling. Grid Middleware provides
functionalities

of

security,

data

management,

resources

management,

information service and data service support.
The data distributed resources layer consists of different computational
resources for grid functionalities i.e. data resources (relational databases),
knowledge resources (algorithms for intelligent computation) and networks
(sensor networks for data acquisition).
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3.3.5 Bioprofiling over Grid for Early Detection of Dementia
The bioprofiling grid architecture has been applied to early dementia
detection [44].

Several objective methods are available for potential early

detection of dementia disease; one of them is EEG which measures electrical
activities of brain. Bioprofiling grid approach is different from the early detection
methods in a way that it provides comparisons between individualized care
through subject specific bio data for analysis [43] not group comparisons. The
idea of individualized care means that the individual patient‘s bioprofile data will
be anlysed and will be compared over time to see trends and patterns in
patient‘s previous and current condition[45]. For this purpose biopattern grid is
used in order to analyse patient‘s EEG store in heterogeneous databases
overtime. Clinicians are able to query, upload, update and analyse data through
grid portal via web browser as shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4: BIOPATTERN Grid Prototype for Early Detection of Dementia by [44]
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Summary
Biopattern grid approach for interoperability in health care is demonstrated
by using it in potential early detection of dementia. This approach provides
analysis facilities on heterogeneous bioprofile databases to detect the patterns
in data using different computational algorithms. But there are still security,
integrity and ethical issues which need addressing. The mentioned approach
has the downfall of not communicating and sharing data. Strong, reliable,
secure and quality service needs to be implemented in order to enable
seamless exchange of patient‘s sensitive data between heterogeneous data
sources.
3.3.6 Hospital Episode Statistics
Hospital Episode Statistics (HES) [46], is a national statistical data
warehouse for NHS care provided to people living in England and those
registered with the NHS but who are not living in England. The HES repository
provides the data for analysis on an individual level and organisational level to
NHS authorized personnel‘s.
3.3.7 Bioterrorism Surveillance System
Data warehouse systems are also used in other aspects of health care
and related areas. For example, in [47] authors describe the importance and
contribution of a data warehouse in a bioterrorism surveillance system to
recognise the patterns in medical data to identify abnormal situations and
facilitate the analytical procedures to handle these situations.
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3.3.8 Disease Management Programmes
In [48], the usefulness of a data warehouse approach in disease
management programmes to help to maintain the health of the general
population is outlined. The role of a data warehouse for hospital infection control
is discussed by [49]. This paper describes the importance of a clinical data
warehouse for research, quality importance, organisation and accessibility of
data. They also highlight the importance of a clinical data warehouse in
detecting medical measures and describe how this system can help to save
money and time to acquire the precision in decision making.
3.3.9 Comprehensive Assessment for Tracking Community Health
(CATCH)
In [50], the contribution of a data warehouse in providing the data for
analytical and decision making purposes for Comprehensive Assessment for
Tracking Community Health (CATCH) is discussed. The authors assert that a
data warehouse will be a most demanding future application of technology in
health care sectors.
3.3.10 An Evidence- based Health Care System
A data warehouse solution for decision-based health care has also been
proposed and justified in [51]. According to Stolba et al, a data warehouse is a
suitable solution for those medical systems which need decision support
systems to enhance the quality of health care.
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3.3.11 Assessment of the Described Systems
The work surveyed above highlights the need for integrating medical data
present in disparate formats for sharing, analysis and decision making. The
data warehousing approach has been applied to manage health care data
where data is integrated from different sources in one repository and used for
complex analysis and decision making purposes.
This study emphasises the need for a comprehensive solution to store and
retrieve the DCM data, and I believe that a data warehousing approach will
solve this problem. My proposed approach is different from most mentioned
existing solutions in health care in a way that I have distributed the load of data
integration into two steps: the international database will integrate data from
those sources providing data for basic analysis, for example data taken from
different dementia care settings, old DCM spreadsheets and other DCM related
documents, on the other hand DCMDW will accumulate the historic data from
international database

and

other DCM organisations local databases

(anonymous data) for complex analysis, reporting and decision making.

3.4

Quality of Care and Benchmarking in Health Care Settings
The health care sector is among the largest service industries in

developed countries. This sector produces out puts that account for about 7% of
GDP in European countries which is more than the financial and trade service
sectors [52]. Productive capacity of the workforce and wellbeing of general
population is influenced by the output produced by health care sectors, which
directly have impact on economy. To gain and maintain an effective and
efficient health care sector, efforts are made to develop suitable metrics to
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monitor the performance of the health care sector. Health care providers are
recognising the need to learn from others experience and drawing lessons on
how to finance, manage and organise health care to improve the health care
performance [53]. Benchmarking is a process to achieve this objective. The
quality of health care in health sectors can be improved by benchmarking the
health data to find effective and good practices. Benchmarking provides a
performance assessment framework [53] which helps the health care sector to
find the performance indicators that seek to capture the different aspects of the
health care.
Different

health

care

organisations

have

developed

their

own

benchmarking data strategies. In the UK, the NHS has developed some
information services which are responsible for providing benchmarking data to
other peer organisations for quality checking and evaluation and analysis
purposes. Some of these are discussed here.
3.4.1 NHS Benchmarking Network
The NHS benchmarking network [54] was developed in 1996. This
organisation provides a networking and benchmarking services to its member
organisations. This benchmarking facility enables different health care
organisations to compare their data for identifying the best practice and areas
which needs improvement. This improves quality of the health care, patient
experience, productivity and effectiveness across different organisations. Data
contributors are provided with a standard data collection template, regular
comparison reports and summaries of key learning points. This system helps
member organisations to have access to other organisations data as well to see
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and compare the analysed data. The NHS benchmarking network is working on
different projects. Some of them are:


Benchmarking long term condition



Benchmarking mental health services



Benchmarking shared and support services etc
According to NHS Midlands [55] benchmarking enables practitioners and

providers to know what are the best practices and how can a change in process
be introduced to deliver it. NHS Midlands introduced a toolkit ―The Essence of
Care‖ [55] in 2001 to help health care providers to recognise best practice by
comparing and sharing data across different organisations. This benchmarking
process was initiated to improve the quality of health care by ensuring
consistency in quality care provision.
3.4.2 Benchmarking NHS Health Informatics Service
Health Informatics Benchmarking Club (HiBC) [56] was launched in 2008
by NHS Connecting for Health. This service enables health informatics services
and IM & T departments to evaluate and benchmark their services with other
member organisations to identify the areas of development and improvement.
Member organisations can have access to each other‘s anonymous data for
identifying the comparison and analysis levels.
3.4.3 NHS Indicator Explorer
Indicator Explorer (IE) [57] is another service provided by NHS to provide
comparison indicators for different NHS organisations for comparing their
performance against national average trend rates. It also provides admission
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ratio indicators for Primary Care Trust (PCT) to find out the higher and lower
confidence limits.
3.4.4 NHS Comparators
NHS Comparators [58] is a free analytical service which enables
commissioners and health care providers to have access to benchmarking and
comparing activity to improve the quality of health care delivered by their
organisations. The health care organisations submit their different types of data
which is compared and analysed with other organisations data to investigate the
best practice and areas for improvement. For example the following data is
collected by this service:


Quality and cost data from Secondary Uses Services (SUS)



Quality and Outcomes Framework Information (QOF)



GP practice patient‘s demographic and prescribing data
Health Commissioners use NHS comparators to find out the referrals and

access rates to secondary care in terms of cost and activity. This service allow
different users to access an aggregate level of comparative access and
performance rates by GP practice, PCT level, provider level or above.
3.4.5 OECD Health Care Quality Indicator (HCQI)
This initiative has been funded by Commonwealth international working
group on quality indicator initiative (CMF QI) [59]. The aim of these initiatives is
to develop a common set of Quality Indicators (QI) for health data comparison
cross-nationally.
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3.4.6 Assessment
The basic purpose of reviewing the above mentioned systems was to
identify the benchmarking services provided by other health care organisations
and how they are using this service to identify best practices and quality of care
among different health care organisations.
DCM intends to provide benchmarking DCM data for a variety of purposes.
Health care and social care providers will be able to have access to
benchmarking DCM data for quality checking, monitoring the quality of care
provided by different dementia care settings and evaluation purposes.
Researchers will be able to compare their own data with DCM benchmarking
data to evaluate the analysis questions.

3.5

Data Security in Health Care
Any medical data about any individual is considered to be extremely

sensitive data. This data needs protection and security and cannot be accessed
by unauthorized individuals. It is proven that IT applications improve the
efficiency, quality, and collaboration in health care systems but at the same time
it creates security and data protection issues as well [60]. Health databases are
being widely used for research purposes across the world [61]. If data is unanonymised and used for research purposes there might be severe security
risks involved. For example Berman [70] discussed these risks and how these
can violate patient‘s privacy, threat to life, risks for loss of data security.
Berman also discusses how medical data should be freely available to
researchers for data mining purposes if it is anonymised properly so that no
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patient can be recognised and patients‘ privacy cannot be breached. Disguising
the identification of patients from data can change the total context of the data
[62], [63], [68].
Data anonymization is a complex task [66] and reflects the social, political
and ethical issues surrounding the anonymization requirements. How the end
data should look after anonymization process and who will be able to get what
type of information from it, are the questions that should be considered
according to each organisation‘s data accessibility and confidentiality
requirements.
It is a crucial and important decision that what information should be
anonymised and what should be retained because different information has
different perspective to different analysis. According to Rock [62] if only
participant, whose personal data is anonymised, is able to recognise himself
from that data record then this is the limit of anononimity on data. It is critically
discussed that if data anonymization has served its purpose of protecting
participants data privacy by different scholars in [64], [65].
Different methods to secure patient‘s data can be adopted as alternatives
to data anonymization, for example, consent from participant at the data
collection [66]. If data will not ever be used for secondary purposes then taking
consent from patients in advance is meaningless and can reduce privacy
protection [67] issues.
Other different alternatives of medical data anonymization have been
discussed by [64] where he mentions methods to avoid anonymizing data which
are:
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trusting researcher by making him sign a contract that he will not breech
the patient privacy;



taking consent from patients directly at the time of data collection;



by giving original researcher a degree of control over the access and use
of data;



establishing an inter-research trust zone;



with the passage of time, the data used for secondary use may be history
and forgotten or ignored.
Corti et al [68] suggest removing the identifier and replacing them with

pseudo anonymous data so that the meaning or context of data even after
anonymisation does not totally disappear.
3.5.1 SPIN, a Real-life Example of Data Mining
The Shared Pathology Informatics Network (SPIN) [69] is a research
project funded by US National Cancer Institute. The objective of this project is to
develop computational techniques to allow researchers to query, via the
internet, large virtual databases (including data from 20 medical institutions
located in US) and find answers. SPIN will enable approved researcher to
extract the anonymised patient‘s data records from any of the member medical
institutes for analysis. In the SPIN network, the anonymised data about
pathology specimen will be loaded, taken from member medical institutions, and
researchers will be able to search their required human tissue specimen for
their research. In this project the patient‘s data protection is the main priority
and access to only anonymised data will reduce the risk of patient‘s privacy
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issues. SPIN follows the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act
(HIPAA‘s) anonymization guidelines and standards.
Human subject research, where a researcher uses patient‘s records for
their research, needs to follow security procedures to deal with such a sensitive
data. Researchers do not need to have consent from individual patients for
using information for their study but the researcher gets the anonymized data
through a secure procedure or transfer to use for computational algorithms.
3.5.2 Anonymization Algorithms
Usually two types of processes are recognised to remove the patient‘s
personal data from its diagnostic data which are anonymization and deidentification or coded process. Anonymization is a process where a patient‘s
personal information or the information which can identify the individual (name,
address, hospital no, date of birth and social security number etc) is removed
and a false identification is given.
While de-identification process is different from anonymization process in
the sense that patient‘s personal information is not permanently removed from
the records but replaced with some suitable codes which are stored at a secure
place and can be de-coded again to identify the patient. But with coded data
there are some risks involved in violation of patient‘s privacy. For example if
master codes are accessible to any un-authorized person he can decode the
patient‘s personal information. Or other example is if data record contains
person‘s date of birth, ethnicity and zip code, along with diagnostic information
then anyone intending to violate the privacy can identify the patient using public
records (national demographic data, birth records etc.) [70].
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To-date a number of techniques and methods to anonymise or de-identify
data have been proposed. Two of them are Naïve Approach and Kanonymization technique.
Samarati and Sweeney in [71] criticise the Naïve approach by mentioning
that this approach is not a strong option to anonymise data as if the anonymized
data set is joined with other public databases then other can re-identify the
individuals from the data. They strongly favour the k-anonymity technique
including generalization and suppression process to de-identify data sets. kanonymity process provides data for public use with no identifiers included or
any chance to re-identify by any joining methods.
There has been a great deal of research done on K-anonymization using
generalization and suppression processes [72], [71], [73]. Polynomial time
algorithm for optimal anonymity [74] clustering techniques [75], [76] on Kanonymization method to achieve better quality data set without loss of the
important data [73] and full-domain generalization algorithm for anonymity [77]
which gives short runtime are some examples for current data anonymization
techniques being applied.
Not all anonymization techniques are reliable, some leaves datasets
difficult to interpret, have low performance problems [78] and result in
information loss. Applying data anonymization techniques in medical data [79] is
an important and compulsory task. Machine learning approach for data
anonymization by introducing iterative named entity recognition method has
been discussed in [80] and assumed to be helpful in securing patient‘s health
data.
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HIPAA [81] in US allows medical records to be shared and used by
researchers and public without patient consent if the identifier data is removed
from the data set (anonymisation) prior to use.
3.5.3 Assessment
Health data including patient‘s personal or identifiable data needs to be
de-identified for use in analysis or research purposes. Very strict regulations
and guidelines are being practiced to secure patient‘s privacy. Data
anonymization and de-identifications are the procedures which can be applied
to secure patient‘s data and still be usable for research purposes. Some
scholars have discussed the alternative methods to maintain the patient‘s data
security without changing the context of data through anonymization method.
Every organisation adopts its own methods and strategies of securing patient‘s
personal data according to the end user‘s need and analysis requirements. In
DCM the data anonymization step is very important to provide the data for
secondary uses. The application of data anonymization techniques in DCM is
out of scope of this study and is described as the part of the future work.

3.6

Conclusions
The purpose of this literature study is to explain the different data

components of data governance in an organisation. These components are
data management, data quality and security. Different real health organisation‘s
data management systems and their data architectures are reviewed and
critically evaluated in the summaries given at the end of each section. Different
health organisations are practising different methods to bring data together for
analysis and sharing purposes. But the underlying concept to bring the data
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together to be available to a variety of users of systems is more or less same
and reflects the organisation‘s users and analysis requirements. Most reviewed
health organisations are using a data warehousing approach to integrate the
data in a single repository for further analysis and decision making. Data quality
and security also plays an important role in managing health data. The real
systems, practicing and implementing different techniques to provide quality
data for benchmarking and secure the data for research and other analytical
purposes, have also been discussed.
This review can be concluded by mentioning that health related
organisations do need sustainable data management systems to bring
disparate data together into one place where the data is good and secure to use
for further analysis, benchmarking, data mining and decision making purposes.
DCM data comes under the medical data category and reflects the same
problems and issues which any other data on human subjects and their
diagnosis have. I propose to apply the data warehousing approach to manage
the DCM data where the modifications are done according to the DCM data and
user‘s requirements.
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Chapter 4: Proposed DCM Data Governance Framework
4.1

Introduction
This chapter presents the proposed DCM data governance framework.

The framework identifies the DCM organisational needs and areas needed to
be managed. An overview of data governance processing in the health sector is
provided below and identified stages of data governance for the DCM system
are proposed and explained in this chapter.

4.2

Data Governance Need in Health Sectors
Health care organisations generate and hold large amount of data and

have been facing challenges to store and retrieve this data. Over the last two
centuries the use of data in health care organisations has changed [82]. These
organisations need data management solutions for an effective usage of large
amounts of data by a variety of users to improve the efficiency and quality of the
health care. For this purpose a variety of innovative techniques and strategies
are being applied.
To improve the quality of health care, the health care industry needs to
take some important measures and actions [83]. One of these is the
management of data by introducing IT applications in health care [84]. IT has
been proved to enhance the overall quality and cost of health care [85].
Different countries are trying to improve the quality of their people health care
by introducing IT based data management systems in this sector [86], [87], [88].
The need to manage disparate data effectively without compromising its quality,
security and privacy using modern IT techniques has pointed the need for data
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governance in health care organisations. A Data Governance (DG) framework
helps organisations to establish roles and responsibilities to manage data and
define structure for data management based on the organisation‘s data analysis
requirements [89]. In the health care sector, governance towards medical data
identifies the issues and concerns for data managers to handle data according
to the user‘s requirements. DG is a process which deals with data acquisition,
storage and usage within an organisation in a secure and reliable environment
for a variety of uses. In the NHS and social care sectors, IT based solutions for
data collection and storage are becoming a central part of record keeping and
monitoring of patient data. The governance of data required for such IT
solutions has initiated the implementation of policies on data management, its
quality, security and proper usage in a systematic manner [90].

4.3

A Contribution to Design a DCM Data Governance Framework
Data governance in any organisation is a process to analyse the

organisation‘s needs, identify initial areas of focus and then based on these
findings establish plans and implement strategies [91]. Every organisation
determines its own process of DG, which reflects the organisations data, users,
access levels and business analysis requirements [89]. For the DCM
organisation we propose a specific DG framework describing different generic
components and subcomponents of a data governing process, from data
acquisition to usage. By introducing DG in the DCM, we will be introducing
standards, rules and roles to manage the DCM data at various usage levels
nationally and internationally. The proposed DCM data governance framework
can help to accelerate the access to complete and quality data to a variety of
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users. This will help to enable more efficient and proactive care in health care
settings providing dementia care across the world.

4.4

The Purpose of Designing the DCM Data Governance Framework
The main purpose of designing the DCM Data Governance (DG) is to

define a management structure to acquire data from different national and
international DCM organisations and the provision of short term and long term
data storage solutions where data can be accessed by users for variety of
purposes. The proposed DG framework identifies the main users and their
roles. These users will have access to the DCM data at different security and
anonymity levels.
Other aims of designing the DG framework are to implement methods to
identify data irregularities and inconsistencies and exercise data privacy and
security laws on the data according to the defined rules. Standardisation of data
across DCM organisations is also an important aim for designing and proposing
the DCM DG framework.

4.5

Basic Components of the DCM Data Governance
There are different levels or components of describing DG framework in

any organisation [92]. According to the DCM organisational requirements I
divide DCM DG framework into three basic components:


DCM Data Management



Data Quality



Data Security
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The above mentioned components are usually the main recognised data
governing issues in any organisation [82]. The designed architecture of the
DCM DG framework is shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5: DCM Data Governance Framework
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4.5.1 DCM Data Management
DCM is being stored in variety of formats and styles. Organisations have
to go through a time consuming and costly process to integrate data at one
place even for very basic analysis. Some data is in paper based files and other
in spreadsheets. To perform analysis and decision making activities data needs
to be integrated first into a consistent format. In any organisation the data
management process reflects the end user‘s and organisation‘s needs. In the
DCM organisation data needs management from capturing and integrating to
dissemination. We divide the management process into three main stages


Data acquisition stage



Data storage stage



Data retrieval stage
DCM data needs a systematic and efficient way to acquire the data from

different national and international dementia organisations. The acquired data
needs to be stored in a sustainable repository for further uses, for example
basic analysis and even for long term storage for complex analysis, decision
making and data mining. I identify the need to design data repositories for short
term data storage for basic analysis and long term data storage for complex
analysis and decision making. For this purpose I proposed a design of
international database and data warehouse to store DCM data for different
analysis purposes by variety of users. This contribution is explained in Chapter
5.
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A variety of users need to access the DCM data at different anonymity
levels for further analysis, comparisons, benchmarking, decision making and
research purposes. These users belong to a variety of backgrounds including
social care, health care, executives, practitioners, academics and governmental
authorities. Figure 6 describes the DCM organisational structure showing a
variety of users in a tree format.

At the top executives and managers of

organisations are shown who need to access DCM data at different granularity
levels. In this figure the mapper role is not shown as this can be played by any
member of the DCM organisation or any person who has successfully
completed the DCM course organised by Bradford Dementia Group.
Predominantly site managers, unit managers and unit staff are trained to be
mappers. Mappers are responsible for collecting data from the dementia
settings and feeding it back to the unit staff.

Figure 6: DCM Organisational Structure
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Different access levels needs to be defined to manage the DCM data
internationally. Data will be retrieved by a variety of users by using analytical
applications i.e. reporting tools, Online Analytical Processing (OLAP) tools and
Data Mining (DM) tools.
4.5.1.1 Data Access Levels in DCM
DCM data is rich data and can be used for certain purposes, for example,
quality analysis, predictive analysis, research purposes and decision making.
For example a variety of users from social and health care are interested
to have access to the DCM benchmarking data to compare the quality of care
provided in different dementia care settings. Some end users, like practitioners,
are also interested in predicting the levels of care needed based on the existing
figures or measures on service user‘s well or ill being recorded in dementia care
settings. Executives and managers can be interested in historical and quality
DCM data to carry on decision making processes, for example, what and where
and at which level the quality of care needs improvement.
DCM data needs to be accessed at different security levels throughout
the organisation. These levels are shown in Figure 7. A mapper is a user who
collects data from the field, analyses it and feeds back the results (reports) to
the staff of a mapped dementia unit for further improvement in action planning
and quality control. A mapper accesses the data at the highest granularity
(where data is at its atomic level) and lowest anonymization level (mapper can
identify the data about patients of his/her mapped units).
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Managers need access to aggregated DCM data for general analysis
purpose. For example they need answers to the questions like ―What is the WIB
score of all the dementia units including long term and short term dementia care
homes in Yorkshire area in the year of 2009 and how does it compare with their
own care homes?‖ or ―What is the average score of well being of all male
service users living in their care homes in year 2008 and 2009 and how the
score can be increased in 2010?‖ The DCM data needs to be aggregated and
anonymized to be accessed by unit managers and branch managers to answer
these questions.

Researchers

Levels of
Data
Granularity

Executives

Levels of Data
Anonymization

Managers

Mapper

Figure 7: DCM Data Access Levels

At the top of the DCM data access hierarchy (as shown in Figure 7) the
level of anonymization increases, the users e.g. executives (CEO‘s) will be
interested to have access to a highly aggregated data to know the averages for
their organisation as a whole or for large organisations, region by region as well
to compare the regions. These executives will be able to identify their own
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organisation‘s data but the data from other organisation will be anonymous to
them. The following type of questions may be asked like ―What is the agitation
level of all service users living in dementia care homes in West Yorkshire in last
10 years and how does it be comparable with the agitation level of service users
living in Scotland‘s care homes?‖.
Researchers will have access to only anonymous data (level of anonymity
will be defined according to end users requirements) where they can compare
and analyse the general anonymous data to carry out their research activities
on the DCM and dementia.
4.5.2 Data Quality
Data quality is a major issue in any organisation. Data quality usually
refers to the data accuracy [82]. Inaccurate and incomplete data leads to the
wrong analysis results and poor decision making by executives and managers.
Most of the DCM data is presented in the form of codes about service user‘s
mood and behaviours and interactions with unit‘s staff members. These codes
have specific meanings and are recorded by trained and experienced mappers
according to pre-defined DCM rules. Critically the quality of analysis depends
on the correctness of these codes. Furthermore, the integration of these codes
with other data collected about service users e.g. personal details, diagnostic
details is also an issue. Service users having specific coded values should be
related to their correct demographic details or their correct diagnostic details to
answer a variety of questions related to their health care and quality of care in
dementia care settings. The proposed DCM data governance framework
addresses these issues by providing data quality controls at the system data
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acquisition stage and during integration process as well. A data warehousing
approach to manage the DCM data will solve these problems by providing a
variety of sustainable methods to check the quality of the DCM codes, data
correctness and completeness. The data quality issue in DCM has not been
part of this study its inclusion in the DCM data management framework will be
addressed in the future.
Wende [93] presents a data governance model based on Data Quality
Management (DQM) of organisations where he discusses how to identify the
roles and decision areas in an organisation to enhance the data quality of any
organisation and methods to assign the responsibilities. According to his
perspective, both the technical and organisational contribution is important to
managing the data quality in any organisation.
4.5.3

Data Security
Medical data or data about human subjects is considered to be very

sensitive. Privacy and security issues play a very important role in any
organisation‘s data governance or management process. Data protection laws
vary from country to country. DCM data which will be collected internationally
will be subject to such laws at source. DCM data security is not just limited to
the service user data but it needs be a multifaceted security framework which
encompasses the entire data governance process. The areas of concern will be
security management policies and procedures, network architecture, hardware
and software design and other critical protective measures.
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Strong access control measures will need to be implemented in order to
restrict access to service user data by DCM organisational roles. Physical
access to data will also need to be restricted.
For the scope of this study we do not intend to discuss the DCM data
security and anonymization techniques in detail.

4.6

Acquired Goals in the DCM Data Governance Framework
Following are the acquired goals and aims for DCM DG framework:

4.7



Data acquisition standards and guidelines



Sustainable data storage solution



Authorized user roles



Build standards and repeatable processes



Interoperability between different health care organisations



Enable better decision making



Reduce operational frictions



Achieve data security

Conclusions
The described DCM DG framework deals with the issues of data

acquisition from a variety of users and sources under some specific rules and
its dissemination and usage. The required DG components are identified. These
components are divided into subcomponents to enhance the understanding of
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the DCM organisation and its needs. Data quality and security issues are part of
managing the organisation‘s data but can be described and tackled individually
if needed.
The scope of this study is limited to design the DCM data management
framework by describing different methods of data capturing, storing and
retrieving. The proposed structure of DCM data management is described in the
next chapter.
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Chapter 5: DCM Data Management Framework: A Data
Warehousing Approach
5.1

Introduction
The methodology applied to solve the DCM data management issues

through a data warehousing approach has been discussed in this chapter.
Different steps have been identified while designing the DCM data management
framework. All the steps with detailed examples have been presented in this
chapter.

5.2

Proposed DCM Data Management Framework
As described in Chapter 3 there are different approaches and methods to

manage the data in health care organisations. According to the DCM end user‘s
requirements and data accessibility issues, I propose a data warehousing
approach to manage the DCM data from capturing to dissemination.

5.3

Data Warehousing
Data warehousing is a process of combining data from multiple or varied

sources into one comprehensive and easily manipulated database [118].
Different accessing systems or applications can be applied on the data
warehouse data including queries, reporting, multidimensional analysis and
data mining. According to Inmon ―a data warehouse is a subject-oriented,
integrated, time-variant, and non-volatile collection of data in support of
management‘s decision making process‖ [94].
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Data warehouse technology has been effectively applied into different
industries i.e. retail [95], telecommunication, finance services, and travel [96]
industries. This is a challenging and complex process in health care systems
because of the complexity and largely unstructured formatting of medical data.
The other reasons are the volume, complexity, and security of health data [97].
But in spite of these challenges attempts to develop data warehouses in
different areas of health services have been made across the world and have
proved to be successful to date [98].
A data warehouse is a data repository consisting of historical data taken
from heterogeneous data sources. For managing the DCM data a complete
data management system needs to be developed which deals with capturing
data (taken from mappers, spreadsheets, flat files) into a data repository,
cleaning and transforming and loading this data into a data warehouse and
using the subject-oriented data from the data warehouses for different
applications e.g. OLAP tools, data mining tools and reporting tools. I propose a
DCM international database as a data repository (short term data storage) to
store data taken from international dementia care settings practising DCM and
from spreadsheets. This international database will act as a first point of data
integration and storage platform. To collect the data from national and
international DCM organisations a web application is needed. This web
application will access the DCM international database for data retrieval as well
as by mappers and researchers.
The DCM international database and other databases from other
countries will provide data to be stored in the DCM data warehouse for
multidimensional analysis. The architecture of our proposed DCM data
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management framework is shown in Figure 8. This framework explains different

Data Aquisition

stages of data acquisition, storage and transformation.

Web
Application

DCM Unit’s
Details

DCM
Spreadsheets

DCM Service
Users Details

DCM Local
Databases

Data Storage and Transformation Process

Anonymised data

Extraction,
Transformation
and Loading
(ETL) Process

DCM
International
Database

Data Mining
Tools

Reporting
Tools

Data Access

OLAP Tools

DCM Data Warehouse
(DCMDW)

Mapper

Administrator

Researchers

Executives

Managers

Figure 8: Proposed DCM Data Management Framework

5.4

Proposed Stages for DCM Data Management
As described earlier in Chapter 2, DCM data is currently stored in

disparate formats. The potential DCM users are unable to access the large
amount of data for further analysis and research purposes. The proposed
approach of managing the DCM data [25] solves these problems by introducing
data management through different stages which are shown in Table 1.
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Table 1: DCM Data Management Stages

Stages

Applications

Data Source

Users

Benefits

Stage 1

DCM Relational
Database(with
web interface)

Different DCM
organisations, old
DCM spreadsheets,
other DCM related
documents.

Mapper,
administrator

Best for data
capturing,
storing,
validation and
integrity.
Global access.

Stage 2

Extraction,
Transformation,
Loading (ETL)
process

DCM relational
databases, Other
databases(with
anonymised data)

Stage 3

DCM Data
Warehouse
(DCMDW)

Different data sources

Data analysis
tools, data
mining tools

Easy data
access and
retrieval from
dimensional
structure of
data

Stage4

Analysis
Applications
On DCMDW

DCM data warehouse

Managers,
executives,
governmental
authorities etc.

Decision
making, bench
marking,
analysis and
reporting

Data
cleansing,
integration and
quality check

5.4.1 DCM International Database
DCM data management framework describes different stages to manage
the DCM data. The first stage is to develop relational databases for storing the
DCM data and allowing mappers to do basic analysis on this data. This
relational database will be accessible to store the DCM data taken from different
national and international DCM organisations through a web-based standard
interface. For DCM data capturing I develop an application based on web
technologies (screen shots are shown in appendix D). This step assures the
quality data entry into the database from the very first stage. Data can be
retrieved by users for basic analysis, for example mappers can retrieve the
calculated measures of stored BCC‘s and ME‘s.
For the purpose of designing the international data repository for DCM
data a relational database is designed. Different entities and their relationships
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have been recognised from the DCM system. Following are the main identified
entities:
Mapper, Service User, Participant, Unit, Mapping Session, Data Item, DCM
User, User Roles
The relationships between these entities are shown in DCM Entity Object Model
in Figure 9.
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Figure 9: DCM Entity Object Model

DCM spreadsheets were in zero normal form (un-normalized) with data
integrity and redundancy issues. These DCM spreadsheets were transformed
from zero normal form to third normal form to bring the data into a suitable
structure which is good for querying purposes and free from update, insertion
and deletion anomalies [99]. Normalization is a method for ensuring that the
data model meets the objectives of accuracy, consistency, simplicity, non
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redundancy, and stability [100]. For an effective and efficient relational database
model, the attributes should belong to a proper entity and each entity should
have an identifier (primary key) and for cross reference with the other object or
entities the foreign key [101]. During the normalization step data inconsistencies
were removed from the data to bring it into a normalized form.
The recognised DCM entities and their relations with each other are
shown in Figure 10 as a logical schema for the DCM international database.
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Figure 10: DCM Entity Relationship Model
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Different roles (users) are identified while gathering the requirements.
Each role can have access to the particular data to which it is authorized. In the
designed and developed DCM application the mapper can only see the data of
a unit that he has mapped for specific time period. The data accessed by other
users e.g. researcher is pseudo-anonymous (service users are given unique
identification). Mappers are able to use the data for basic calculations which are
done with pre-defined queries (usually what is required from the mapping where
the user is able to extract the reports to feed back to the unit staff). This
database will provide a platform to integrate the data, taken from different DCM
data providers and from other sources (old spreadsheets and paper based
files), at the very first stage.The rule-based web interface has been developed
to allow only quality data (validated DCM data) to be stored. This is the first
stage where data quality is checked. There are different BCC‘s, for example H,
M, and Z, which are not part of the coding system and some BCC‘s e.g. C
(withdrawn behaviour) can only have an ME of -1 associated with it. These
validations are done in database design. This procedure will ensure the correct
entry of BCC‘s and ME‘s in the database. Old data (spreadsheets) will be
automatically imported into the repository including the detailed data about unit
and service users taken from other documents as DCM spreadsheets store
incomplete data (this activity has not been done in this study).
5.4.2

DCM Data Warehouse
A data warehouse [94] is a purpose built data repository to store a

historical, consistent and large amount of quality data in a dimensional format
for analytical and decision making purposes. The purpose of DCMDW is to
provide the users with good quality data, taken from heterogeneous sources, in
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a consistent format which can be queried to extract the required information for
analysis and reporting. The construction of the DCMDW will enable care
providers and policy makers to have access to multidimensional data to make
decisions to improve the quality of life and standards of care of people with
dementia in formal dementia care settings. Researchers and practitioners can
also have access to historical, consistent, non-volatile and time variant data to
enhance their research and knowledge about the care quality standards.
DCMDW will consolidate DCM quality data which will be used for benchmarking
in different health care sectors and for researchers.
A dimensional view of data will enable users to look at a large number of
inter-dependent aspects of the data from different analytical angles for analysis
and decision making activities [102]. Star schema as a dimensional model is
recognised as an effective schema for data organisation in most data
warehouses [103]. The star schema consists of fact table/s and dimensional
tables. A fact table consists of numeric data which contains the data at its
atomic level. Dimension tables, linked to the fact table, express the details and
justification of the facts for rich and detailed query function. For example the fact
about a service user having BCC and ME on a particular date can be found in
relation with dimension tables to support this fact. The fact tables can have
lowest level of information or aggregated summarized information in them. The
fact table can be organised at its lowest granularity level information where BCC
and ME of each service user in a specific time/date in a specific unit can be
determined. This atomic level of data arrangement in the data warehouse
facilitates the data mining and data analysis application on it. As most recent
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data mining applications support the details at the lowest grain to find the trends
and patterns in the data.
The star schema shows the fact table and dimension tables in the DCM
domain where dimension tables provide the attribute details which are important
to measure the fact in the fact table. For example unit dimension provides the
attributes about the unit where mapping has taken place. This dimension can be
hierarchically expanded to show the full address of the unit including the area
and the country name. This will help to organise the units according to the areas
and countries in the querying process.
DCM data from international database will be extracted and integrated
with the anonymous data taken from other DCM organisations. Due to the
sensitivity and security issues with DCM data, there can be disagreements
regarding data provision into DCM international database by the DCM
organisations from other countries. Our proposed system solves this problem by
allowing these DCM organisations to provide anonymous data into DCMDW for
global analysis. This data will be used by different users i.e. governmental
authorities or researchers who need large amount of global data on DCM to
analyse the quality of care provided in different care homes.
ETL [104] process constitutes different tools to extract the data from local
DCM databases and other sources and transform this disparate data into a
consistent and compatible format. This data is loaded into DCM data
warehouse and used for multidimensional analysis.
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5.4.3 Differences between DCM International Database and DCM Data
Warehouse
Basically both DCM international database and DCM data warehouse are
data repositories which serve different objectives. These objectives are outlined
inTable 2:
Table 2: Comparison between International DCM Database and DCM Data Warehouse

DCM International
Database

DCM Data warehouse

Users

Mapper, DBA, Clerk,
System Administrator

Managers, Executives,
Researchers, Analyst

Function

Basic analytical operations

Complex analytical
operations

Data Storage

Current and short term

Historical and long term

Characteristics

Operational processing

Informational processing

Orientation

Day-to-day transaction

Analysis

Access

Read, write, update, delete Read and update only

Database Design

Application-oriented (ER)

Subject-oriented
(star/snowflake schema)

Focus

DCM data in

Information out

Data View

Relational data

Aggregated, summarized
data

Data Granularity

Detail

Detail and summary

User Access
Methods

Predefined

Predefined and Ad-hoc

Response Time

Fast

Fast to Moderate

Features

5.4.4 Components of DCMDW
When data from transactional databases (in our case it is a DCM
international database) or other formats is moved or transformed into data
warehouses, it should be arranged into a structure which supports future
decision making processes or decision support analysis. The process of
developing a data warehouse involves the transfomation of data from Online
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Tansactional Processing (OLTP) format to multidimensional fomat to support
Online Analytical Processing (OLAP) analysis. Different steps are as follows:


Data extraction from disparate data sources e.g. OLTP or legacy data
sources, flat files, spreadsheets. (This process has been divided into two
steps: integration of some data sources into DCM international database
and secondly integrating anonymous data taken from other databases,
through ETL process, into DCMDW).



This extracted data is stored into flat files and put together into a staging
area (staging area is a place where data extracted from various data
sources is kept for performing further actions on it, for example, data
scrubbing, aggregating and prepared for loading into data warehouse)



Loading the data into a data warehouse.
This whole process is also called Extraction, Transformation and Loading

(ETL).
5.4.5 Extraction, Transformation and Loading (ETL)
ETL [104] process involves the data extraction from heterogeneous
sources, transformation into consistent, compatible and quality data and loading
this data into the data warehouse for analysis purposes [105]. It is usually
recommended to perform data extraction function from each source system on
its own computing format [106]. This action will reduce the data quality issues.
The proposed system allows data vendors to input the DCM data into the
International DCM database using standard web-based interface or provide
anonymous data (already extracted in flat files from their computing platforms)
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for loading into DCMDW. The extracted data files from international DCM
database and other databases will be kept in staging area. Inconsistencies in
the data is checked and data is prepared to load into DCMDW.
For practical experiment SQL Server Integration Services (SSIS) was used
to extract the data from the DCM international database, transformed it and
loaded it into the DCM data warehouse (DCMDW). For this purpose different
dimension

tables

were

created

and

populated

using

SSIS‘s

Data

Transformation Service (DTS). The created dimension tables and fact tables
are as follows:
DimBCC, DimDate, DimMapper, DimMappingSession, DimME,
DimServiceUser, DimUnit, FactDCM, FactWIB.
Where DimBCC, DimDate, DimMapper, DimMappingSession, DimME,
DimServiceUser and DimUnit are dimensional tables which include the detailes
of each of these entities. FactDCM and FactWIB are the fact tables containing
numerical data about the facts need to be measured about DCM and WIB
(Well/Ill being). During transformation process each dimenson table is given a
different id called source id.
During the transformation process a few attribute columns are removed
from different tables which are of no use or no longer required for desired
analysis process. Data is checked and inconsistencies from the data were
removed. The ETL process comprises the fololwing steps:
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5.4.6 Data Scrubbing
ETL process in data warehouse allows us to merge the data taken from
different sources into a single consistent format. During this process the unseen
disparaties and inconsistencies in data can be found. For example misspellings,
incomplete information, reused primary keys, nonunique identifiers, input errors
and inproper use of address and names. These inconsistencies have to be
addressed and solved before loading data into DCMDW. This process of
removing inconsistencies from data is called data scrubbing [107].
5.4.7 Aggregating Data
Different analytical tools can be applied on the DCMDW for analysis,
reporting and data mining purposes. On Line Analytical Processing (OLAP)
[108] tools require summary data or aggregated data rather than detailed data.
For example an organisation manager needs to find out about the average
well/ill being (WIB) score of all service users of a specific age in all units
organised by his organisation from 2000 to 2006 time period. This query can
only be solved if he has access to a summary or aggregated data on all service
users WIB score from all these units. For this purpose the data is aggregated
before loading into DCMDW and organised under different fact tables. These
fact tables will be designed according to DCM users requirements. The degree
of DCM data aggregation depends on the following three requirements:


The level of granularity required for DCM analysis from various users



The speed requirement of international database system
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The type of analysis system there is going to be integrated with the
DCMDW (e.g. OLAP, Reporting Services, Data Mining Tools)

5.4.8 Fact Tables
Fact tables provide multidimensional views on data according to the user‘s
requirements [106]. Different fact tables are created to query DCM data at
different granularity levels. Granularity represents the level of details in the fact
table. The fact tables created at lowest level of details are called base level fact
tables . On these fact tables the queries of drill-down and roll-up can be
performed efficiently to answer a variety of questions from the data. Fact tables
can also be created showing summarized or aggregated levels of details.
5.4.8.1 Fact Tables at Lowest Granularity
Fact DCM (shown in Figure 11) is created at the lowest grain level where
fact about each service user having BCC‘s and ME‘s, PD‘s and PE‘s can be
extracted according to the mapping session in a particular unit and in a
particular area.
To create the fact table (Fact DCM) a SQL query is written as follows.
TRUNCATE TABLE dcmdw.dbo.FactDCM
GO
INSERT INTO dcmdw.dbo.FactDCM
SELECT
ds.ID as ServiceUserID,
du.ID as UnitID,
dm.ID as MapperID,
dd.ID as DateID,
dms.ID as MappingSessionID,
di.TimeFrame,
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di.BCC,
di.ME,
di.PDPE
FROM
dcm.dbo.DataItem di
,dcm.dbo.MappingSession ms
,dcm.dbo.Participant pa
,dcmdw.dbo.DimDate dd
,dcmdw.dbo.DimMapper dm
,dcmdw.dbo.DimServiceUser ds
,dcmdw.dbo.DimUnit du
,dcmdw.dbo.DimMappingSession dms
WHERE
di.MappingSessionID = ms.ID
AND di.ParticipantID = pa.ID
AND dd.Date = ms.SessionDate
AND dm.SourceID = ms.MapperID
AND ds.SourceID = pa.ServiceUserID
AND du.SourceID = ms.UnitID
AND dms.SourceID = ms.ID

The created fact table and dimension tables are shown in Figure 11.
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Figure 11: A Star Schema for DCMDW Data Model

Different questions can be answered on this fact table by writing different
queries. For example users can find out the most common BCC‘s recorded in
specific years (such as from 2007 to 2009) during various mapping sessions.
Query 1: What are the five most common BCCs for maps conducted
during 2007, 2008 and 2009?
The query is as follows:
SELECT TOP 5
BCC,
COUNT(*) as BCCCount
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FactDCM JOIN DimDate ON FactDCM.DateID = DimDate.ID

WHERE Year IN (2007,2008,2009)
GROUP BY BCC
ORDER BY BCCCount DESC

The five most comon BCC are B,N, NULL (represents unmapped), F, A as
shown by the query results below:

Users interested to know the percentage of +3 ME‘s recorded about all
service users in a group level in all mapped units in the given data set in
particular dates can extract the required information from the designed fact
table by applying the following query:
Query 2: How many mapping sessions were done in UK Trust Homes in
1999 & 2000?
The query is as follows:
SELECT
dd.Year,
COUNT(DISTINCT MappingSessionID) as [Number of mapping sessions]
FROM
FactDCM fd,
DimDate dd,
DimUnit du
WHERE
fd.DateID = dd.ID AND
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fd.UnitID = du.ID AND
du.IsTrustHome = 1 AND
dd.Year IN (1999,2000)
GROUP BY
dd.Year

Results of this query are:

Query 3: What is the % of +3's MEs scored on a group level across all
units in maps from 1 Jan 2008 - 30th June 2008?
SELECT
'Unit ' + convert(varchar,MAX(du.ID)) as [Unit],
MappingSessionID,
100* CAST(COUNT(CASE ME WHEN 3 THEN 1 ELSE NULL END) AS
float) / COUNT(ME) as [Percentage of +3's]
FROM
FactDCM fd,
DimUnit du,
DimDate dd
WHERE
fd.UnitID = du.ID AND
fd.DateID = dd.ID AND
(dd.Date >= ‗1 JAN 2008‘ AND dd.Date <= ‘30 JUN 2008‘)
GROUP BY
fd.UnitID, MappingSessionID
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The results are as follows:

This query is performing an aggregation on the FactDCM table by Unit and
Mapping Session. This aggregation can be performed during the the ETL stage
and stored as a new fact table to simplify the query even further. However for
this particular question doing aggregation inside the query offerred the most
flexibility.
The process of data anonymization can be a part of ETL process where
we can identify different levels of anonymization. Given the DCM fact table
(Figure 11) includes the anonymous data about all service users (identifiers are
used) where queries can be applied on anonymous data. In dimension tables
we have details of the fact described in the fact table. The full details of service
users, mappers and units are given in only dimension tables, which can only be
extracted if user wants to have a detailed view of data. Different users can be
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authorized to have access to only those fact tables which have anonymized
data about service users, mappers and units.
There are two main advantages of creating fact tables at the lowest
granular level in the context of the DCMDW. One is that users can extract data
at its very basic level and the other is the application of data mining tools on
these tables. The drawback of this is that the fact tables at lowest granularity
level require a large space for data storage, as lowest grain means a large
number of fact table rows [106].
5.4.8.2 Fact Tables at Highest Granularity
Fact tables can be created showing aggregated facts to support queries
based on summary numbers [109]. A measure called the well or ill being (WIB)
score is an important aggregated calculation required for the DCM analysis [11].
WIB is the calculated average measure of all ME‘s of an individual service users
or a group of service users during one mapping session, The WIB score can
describe the overall well being or ill being levels of the person with dementia in
dementia care settings. A fact table FactWIB is created to calculate this average
measure in service users. The query is shown below:
TRUNCATE TABLE dcmdw.dbo.FactWIB
GO
INSERT INTO dcmdw.dbo.FactWIB
SELECT
ds.ID as ServiceUserID,
dms.ID as MappingSessionID,
du.ID as UnitID,
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dm.ID as MapperID,
dd.ID as DateID,
di.WIBScore as WIBScore
FROM
( SELECT ParticipantID, MappingSessionID,
CAST(Round(AVG(cast(ME as decimal)),1) as decimal(19,1)) as WIBScore
FROM dcm.dbo.DataItem
GROUP BY ParticipantID, MappingSessionID) as di
,dcm.dbo.MappingSession ms
,dcm.dbo.Participant pa
,dcmdw.dbo.DimDate dd
,dcmdw.dbo.DimMapper dm
,dcmdw.dbo.DimServiceUser ds
,dcmdw.dbo.DimUnit du
,dcmdw.dbo.DimMappingSession dms
WHERE
di.MappingSessionID = ms.ID
AND di.WIBScore IS NOT NULL
AND di.ParticipantID = pa.ID
AND dd.Date = ms.SessionDate
AND dm.SourceID = ms.MapperID
AND ds.SourceID = pa.ServiceUserID
AND du.SourceID = ms.UnitID
AND dms.SourceID = ms.ID
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The FactWIB (fact table) and its dimension tables are shown in Figure 12.

Figure 12: A Star Schema Showing Fact WIB Table and Dimension Tables

Different querries were run to answer questions which could not have
been answered before using existing DCM data management system
(spreadsheets).
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For example,
Query 4: What is the average group WIB score for maps conducted during
1999?
The query to answer this question is as follows:
SELECT
AVG(fw.WIBScore)
FROM
FactWIB fw,
DimDate dd,
DimUnit du
WHERE
fw.DateID = dd.ID AND
fw.UnitID = du.ID AND
du.IsNursingHome = 1 AND
dd.Year = 1999

The average group WIB score is 1.1 in the year 1999 as show by the
results below:

Query 5: What are average WIB Scores of all female service users in Trust
Homes and Care homes ?
The query is as follows:
SELECT
'Nursing Homes' as Unit,
AVG(fw.WIBScore) as Score
FROM
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FactWIB fw,
DimUnit du,
DimServiceUser su
WHERE
fw.UnitID = du.ID AND
fw.ServiceUserID = su.ID AND
su.Sex= 'F' AND
du.IsNursingHome = 1
UNION
SELECT
'Trust Homes' as Unit,
AVG(fw.WIBScore) as Score
FROM
FactWIB fw,
DimUnit du,
DimServiceUser su
WHERE
fw.UnitID = du.ID AND
fw.ServiceUserID = su.ID AND
su.Sex= 'F' AND
du.IsTrustHome = 1

Results are shown below where Nursing Homes are having average WIB
score 1.17 and Trust Homes having 0.578.

The above query could be modified to find out the Nursing Home and
Trust Home‘s locations by joining on the DimUnit dimension table at the
address attribute.
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Different fact tables and dimension tables are created to answer the
variety of user‘s queries from DCM data. An architecture of multidimensional
DCM data showing some developed fact and dimension tables is shown in
Figure 13.

DimDate

DimMapper

WIB Case

DimUnit

DimBCC

Fact WIB

Fact DCM

DimMapping

DimME

DimService
User

Location

Session
Dimension
Table
Figure 13: Multidimensional Architecture of the DCM Data in DCMDW

Fact
Table

In this figure different fact tables are showing their relationship with the
dimension tables. For example fact table (Fact WIB) is showing association only
with the tables containing data about Date, Unit, Mapping session, mapper and
Service users. There is no association with the BCC and ME dimension tables.
The reason is that the table FactWIB table contains the aggregated measures
of BCC and ME already calculated in WIB Score attribute (taken BCC and ME
values from Data Item table). This already calculated aggregated measure on
WIB Score reduces the time of calculation.
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5.4.8.3 Applications on DCMDW
Data warehouse provides an ideal environment for multidimensional
analysis [106]. Different analytical tools i.e. Online Analytical Processing
(OLAP) [106], Data Mining (DM) and Decision Support Systems (DSS) [103]
could be equipped with the data warehouse to provide different users with
multidimensional analysis, patterns recognition and decision making [102]. The
OLAP tools provide a user with the facility to drill down to the atomic level or roll
up to the aggregated data for summaries [110]. A user is able to analyse the
data from different angles. For example a DCM user will be able to find out
information such as the WIB score of each service user in a particular unit in a
specific time period, or in a particular year the details of all mapping session
undertaken by a particular mapper etc. DCMDW will enable users at different
authority levels to customise the process of information retrieval using
multidimensional view of data on OLAP tools.
OLAP applications are used to interrogate the DW or decision support
systems to find out the answers. Different analytical systems are used for this,
for example Online Analytical Processing (OLAP), Multidimensional Online
Analytical Processing (MOLAP), Relational Online Analytical Processing
(ROLAP) [111]. The OLAP and MOLAP tools are used on the data which is
aggregated in a separate database for querying while ROLAP is used to query
the relational database directly.
Data can be arranged multidimensionally to provide a view from different
angles. DCM users can see the DCM data in a particular time period, collected
from different types of dementia units internationally. OLAP tools also help
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users to drill down data to the lowest granular level. As shown in Figure 14
DCM data is drilled down on address attribute where mapping data acquired
from different parts of the UK‘s dementia care settings in different time periods
can be viewed.
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Figure 14: DCM Data Drill Down at Address Attribute
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Data can be drilled down further to see the mapping sessions which took
place in each dementia unit type in England. In the same manner data in
multidimensional cubes can be rolled-up to see the aggregated summary of the
data.

5.5

Data Mining and Data Warehouse
Discovering important information from large databases is becoming an

important and essential part of business requirements. Data Mining (DM) is a
process of extracting the valuable knowledge from a large amount of data.
Data warehouse is used by business executives and analysts to perform
data analysis and make strategic decisions. Data warehouses are used as a
Plan-Execute-Assess ―Closed -loop‖ system to manage any organizations data
management process [118]. The basic function of DW is to store historical,
summarized data for analysis and report generation but this functionality is
progressing to provide clean and structured data for strategic purposes,
multidimensional analysis and data mining.
For data mining on any data, the subject data needs to be clean, of good
quality and available in granular form so patterns can be extracted at any levels
of data granularity from different aspects. A data warehouse provides an
integrated environment with historical data stored at different granularity level
and abstraction levels for data mining techniques.
DCM data is a combination of a variety of data. Demographic data of
people with dementia and mappers is collected alongside the codes which
represent the behaviour and mood/engagement of service users who
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participated in the mapping session. The DCM coding data is complex and rulebased and cannot be used for mining purposes unless pre-processed to extract
the basic meanings of attributes. For example to find out the positive
engagement and distress level in mapped participants, correct BCC‘s should be
associated with correct ME‘s. This topic is discussed in detail in Chapter 6.
5.5.1

Conclusions
In this chapter the DCM data management framework based on a data

warehousing approach is proposed, which accomplishes a major component of
the DCM data governance framework. The described data management
framework deals with the data capturing, storing and dissemination issues in the
DCM system and provides the solution to capture, store and analyse data from
national and international DCM organizations. Different steps in designing the
management framework (DCM International Database, DCMDW) have been
described and evaluated by experimental work on a small scale level with a
limited data provided. I developed a web application as a front end to the
designed and developed DCM international database. Through this application
DCM data was captured and stored in a database for basic analysis. This data
was loaded into the DCM data warehouse through a ETL process. Different
queries are applied to show the data retrieval from the DCMDW at the lowest
and highest levels of granularity. Results are encouraging. We provide the basic
structure of fact and dimension tables on the DCM data; however more fact
tables, representing different required data views, can be applied to the DCM
data for complex analytical questions as well.
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Chapter 6: Application of Data Mining on Data
Warehouse
6.1

Introduction
This chapter presents data warehousing and data mining connectivity and

explains how the data from DCMDW can be used for data mining purposes. A
case study, describing the data mining task (clustering) used on DCM data to
identify the groups or classes in DCM data for further analysis, is also
explained.

6.2

Data Warehousing and Data Mining
To accommodate the facility of extracting important information from the

data for a variety of users, users should have an opportunity to mine or extract
the data at different abstraction levels [112]. DW provides facilities to users to
extract required data or information from pre-arranged data at different levels of
granularity [106]. Extraction of important information from a variety of databases
and other data sources is a complex and time consuming process in data
mining applications. A data warehouse facilitates this by giving an integrated
data collection environment. Although data mining techniques can operate on
any kind of unprocessed or even unstructured data, the DW environment
facilitates the DM applications to be applied efficiently and effectively on the
data arranged at different granularity levels. It provides more in-depth and often
more multidimensional knowledge [113].
DM can be considered to be a threat to privacy as patterns can be found
about a person by taking data from different data sources [112]. A data
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warehouse containing only anonymous data can reduce or eliminate this issue
and DM applications can have access to data which is permissible for further
analysis and pattern recognition. Different approaches and steps [114] are
indentified by different researchers for DM processes. All these suggestions are
based on more or less same basic steps. For example: pre- processing data
(collection, sampling, cleaning, modelling), applying different DM algorithms on
data to find un- identified patterns in the data. Data is collected from different
data sources and then through the ETL process is cleansed, transformed and
loaded into DW for further multidimensional analysis and DM applications.

6.3

Data Mining Techniques
Data warehouses provide a convenient environment for performing

multidimensional data analysis and data mining tasks [115]. Different data
mining techniques can be applied on DCM data to extract important information
and find un-identified patterns in data. Some are described below:
6.3.1 Association Rules
This method reveals association links between different attributes/values
in one transaction within databases [116]. Association rules can be applied on
DCM data to associate the service user‘s well or ill being with the weather
condition of that day when mapping took place.
6.3.2 Clustering
Clustering [117] is an un-supervised learning technique in data mining to
classify data into groups (clusters) based on the similarity in objects. Similar
objects are grouped in one cluster. These objects are dissimilar to other objects
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grouped in different clusters. Clustering is applied on data to get in-sight into
large amount of unclassified or meaningless data to make sense out of it. This
technique is used to pre-process the data as well for further analysis.
6.3.3 Classification
Classification is a supervised learning technique in data mining which is
applied to labelled categorical data. In this method the training sets/samples
with output classes are used to classify new data. There are different
techniques for data classification such as decision tree classification, Bayesian
classification, rule-based classification, neural networks and support vector
machines [118].

6.4

Clustering
Clustering is a process to group a set of physical or abstract objects into

classes of similar objects [118]. A cluster presents a collection of data objects
which are similar to each other but at the same time are dissimilar to other data
objects in other clusters. Multivariate techniques such as cluster analysis may
allow researchers to identify groups, or clusters, of related variables. Large data
sets with multiple dimensions can be reduced to a few clusters or groups for
subsequent analysis.
Cluster analysis is based on probability measurements of the variables
within the cluster where data is viewed as coming from a mixture of probability
distributions [119].
To find the hidden variables that classify our data, cluster analysis is a
useful technique in data mining [120]. Cluster analysis is an exploratory data
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analysis tool. The aim of this tool is to sort different objects into groups where
the degree of association between two objects is maximal if they belong to the
same group and minimal otherwise. Cluster analysis techniques classify the
groups of similar objects without explaining why they exist [121]. This technique
is mostly used when we do not have any prior hypothesis or output class to train
our data set on it. This is the reason the clustering technique is based on
unsupervised machine learning technique. DCM data lacks the output classes
and due to the huge amount of data, domain experts cannot classify data into
useful groups. Clustering will help us to identify classes or groups in the data
according to the similarity of the objects.
6.4.1 Clustering in Medical Data
Clustering techniques have been applied to a wide variety of medical
domains [122,123]. For example clustering techniques, on grouping different
types of diseases into similar groups, based on the type and severity of disease,
cure of diseases, and symptoms of diseases, have been applied effectively in
medicine and health [121]. Different diseases such as paranoia, schizophrenia,
etc., can be correctly diagnosed based on the clusters made from their
important symptoms. In the field of psychiatry clustering analysis is considered
to be beneficial for a successful therapy [121]. Medical data is considered to be
complex data stored in large databases. Different types of clustering methods
can be applied on medical data to classify it into meaningful groups for further
analysis. Ensemble clustering technique has been introduced in [124], where
the authors discuss the effectiveness of this approach in medical diagnostics.
Partition method and hierarchical methods are also used in clustering medical
data into groups of similar objects. Whenever we need to classify a large
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amount of un-classified data, a clustering technique for analysis is considered to
be of great benefit.
Some other benefits of apply clustering techniques on the data are as
follows:
6.4.1.1 Grouping Similar Data using Clustering
There are different usages of clustering – one is the grouping of data
according to the similarities in variables. For example cluster analysis can be
used to learn more about the type of service users in any care setting based on
their similar behaviours, and even the type of care settings can be grouped
based on their service user‘s well/ill being and the quality of care provided in
that care setting.
6.4.1.2 Anomaly Detection using Clustering
Another usage is to find anomalies in the data using clustering technique.
When issuing a query to the cluster model, the model determines the cases
belonging to specific clusters and those cases which do not belong to any
cluster may be alarming. Leveraging the properties of the clustering algorithm,
we can determine the data cases which do not fit any model and represent an
anomaly or bad data. Figure 15 shows the data anomaly cases in the data.
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Figure 15: Clustering: To Detect Anomaly Cases in Data

6.4.1.3 Clustering as an Analytical Step
By applying cluster analysis, we have data in groups representing similar
characteristics in the variables. By grouping data, we can create better models
to answer the analytical questions in depth. For example when we group data
according to a service user‘s behaviours in particular care setting, it is easy to
concentrate on that particular group to answer the analytical questions based
on the recognised behaviour type and care setting type and we can tightly focus
on the reason why this type of behaviour is common in the particular care
setting and why a particular gender is behaving in a particular way. Perhaps we
can create a tree model to predict which gender of which age group will more
likely be able to show positive behaviour in which care setting or can be happy
in which care setting, (See Figure 16).
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Figure 16: Clustering: A Pre-processing Step for Decision Trees

6.5

Different Types of Clustering Methods
Cluster analysis can be done using different methods. The choice of a

particular method depends on the type of data used for analysis and the
question we need to answer from the data. Different popular clustering methods
are briefly described next.
6.5.1 Partitioning Methods
Given a data set of ‗n‘ objects, a partitioning method divide a data set into
‗k‘ parts where each part represent a cluster containing similar variables and
where k<= n.
This partition is based on the fact that each group must contain at least
one object and each object must be a part of some group. This method
generates an iterative process of partitioning of the data set until all the similar
objects or closely related objects are placed in one group. The K-means is a
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popular algorithm used under this clustering method. In k-means clustering, an
object belongs to a cluster based on the centre point it is closest to. The
distance of each object from the centre of the cluster is measured using
Euclidean distance. When all objects have been grouped into clusters the
centre of the cluster is shifted to the mean of all assigned objects. K-means
clustering is also considered as ―Hard Clustering‖ as each object is assigned to
one and exactly one cluster. Expectation Maximization (EM) [127] is a ―Soft
Clustering‖ method where data is partitioned based on their attributes‘
probability distribution. This method does not place exactly one object in one
cluster but similar objects are placed in one cluster based on their highest
probability.
6.5.2 Hierarchical Methods
In this method the data set is divided and subdivided or partitioned in
hierarchical order. A hierarchical method can further be divided into
agglomerative as bottom-up approach or divisive as top-down approach based
on the hierarchical decomposition approach. Bottom-up approaches start with
each object forming a cluster and then gradually merging into other clusters
based on the similarity or closeness of other objects. Top-down approaches
start with all of the objects in the same cluster and then splitting up into smaller
clusters until each object is placed into a single cluster.
6.5.3 Density-based Methods
The density-based clustering method is devised to handle a data set that
includes or generates arbitrary clusters. The idea is to continue growing the
given cluster until all of its data objects (density) exceeds a threshold. This
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method is good for checking the data set and recognising clusters of arbitrary
shapes. DBSCAN [125] and OPTICS [126] are popular techniques used in this
kind of method.

6.6

A Case Study
In any dementia care setting the assessment of care environment for the

potential it creates for positive engagement by service users is a valuable
indicator to assess the quality of care provided in that care setting. In DCM,
positive engagement is seen as one of the key things to improve the quality of
life in dementia [12]. In the same manner the level of agitation and distress in
service users living in any dementia setting can be assessed from collected
DCM data. Different other types of behaviour in people with dementia (service
users) can be assessed by processing, analysing and mining the collected DCM
data, these other behaviours are being withdrawn and being engaged passively.
A case study is designed to explore the DCM data taken from different
dementia care settings on service users, mapped in different mapping sessions
in particular care settings, to assess their particular behaviour based on the type
of care setting they are living in and their gender. For this purpose we apply
clustering on the DCM data extracted from the DCM data warehouse.
The purpose of this case study is to perform exploratory data analysis on
the DCM data, and see if the clusters that are generated are meaningful.
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The Data Set
For the case study the experimental data set is obtained from the

proposed and developed DCM data warehouse. This data set contains mapping
data taken from two dementia care settings i.e. Nursing Home and Trust Home,
where 52 service users were mapped during different mapping sessions in
different time periods and dates. The number of service users from the Nursing
Home was 12 and 40 from the Trust Home. Out of 52 total service users, there
were 36 female and 16 male participants involved in mapping. The following
attributes/variables, which could answer the required questions, were extracted
from the already existing tables stored in DCMDW. These attributes are:

6.8



Service user ID (as object identifier not used in clustering process)



Service user‘s gender



Unit Type



Category

Data Pre-processing
DCM data stored in data warehouse is used for clustering. The steps of

this data processing are shown in Figure 17.
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Data Collection from DCM Organisations

Data Entry through Designed Application

Data Storage in International DCM Database
(Relational Database)

ETL Process to Extract Data from International Database,
Transform it and Load it into DCM Data Warehouse

Data Storage into DCM Data Warehouse
(Multidimensional database)

Data Analysis

Data Mining (Clustering)

Figure 17: DCM Data Processing Steps
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Data is in the pre-processed form in the data warehouse as the data is
already complete and free of anomalies. Still further steps are taken to extract
the required attributes for clustering. These attributes are identified from tables,
stored in the DCMDW. These tables are shown in Figure 18.

Unit
PK

ID
Name
IsNursingHome
IsTrustHome
Address

ValidBCC
PK

BCC
BehaviourCategory

ServiceUserSingleCategoryCase

PK
PK

PK ServiceUserID

Description

BCC
ME

Gender
Category
IsNursingHome
IsTrustHome

ValidME
Category

PK

ME
Description

ServiceUser
PK

ID

FK1

FullName
Date_Of_Birth
Gender
Type_Of_Dementia
Date_Of_Admission
UnitID

Repository

Template to Calculate Measures

Figure 18: Data Model Showing Tables and Attributes Used in Clustering

ServiceUserSingleCategoryCase table is a template of calculated
measures of BCC‘s and ME‘s. The BCC‘s related with specific ME‘s, together
are categorized according to DCM‘s defined rules. Each service user will show
a percentage of time he/she spent in that particular category. Instead of
performing clustering on the numerical values of percentages, we calculated the
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highest percentage of time spent by each service user in each category and
extracted the gender and the relevant category. After performing this action we
performed the clustering task on all discrete attributes.
The defined DCM categories based on BCC‘s and relevant ME‘s
according to DCM rules are described as follows:


Positive engagement (service user is showing positive behaviour and
well being)



Agitation and distress (service user is showing negative and distressed
behaviour)



Withdrawn behaviour (service user being totally uninvolved and
disengaged from his/her environment)



Passive engagement (service users is not actively engaged in any
conversation or activity)

6.8.1 Positive Engagement
BCC codes like A, D, E, F, G, I, J, K, L, O R, S, T, V and Y are high
potential category codes. These codes can show the potential for positive
engagement in an individual or group level in any care setting environment.
The percentage of total time spent in each of this high potential category code is
calculated to see the overall positive engagement of an individual or a group.
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6.8.2 Agitation and Distress
The level of agitation and distress in service users can be assessed by
calculating overall percentage of time spent in some specific BCC codes
associated with negative ME values. These BCC codes associated with
negative ME (-1, -3, -5) are K, W, Y and U. Where BCC code ―U‖ can be
associated to positive or negative ME value.
6.8.3 Withdrawn Behaviour
Withdrawn behaviour in service users is represented by the percentage of
total amount of time spent in categories C and N collectively.
6.8.4

Passive Engagement
The time spent in BCC ―B‖ is a category of moderate potential. The service

user who spent most of their time in this category has the potential for active
engagement, but also potential for disengagement. By recognising those
individuals who spent most of their time in this category can be picked out and
care unit staff can make arrangements to turn this passive engagement into
positive engagement.
Below is the Table 3 created by extracting the required attributes from the
three tables DimServiceUser, DimUnit, DimBehaviourCategory
Table 3: Service User Single Category Case Table

ServiceUserSingleCategorye
Service user ID
Gender
Is Nursing Home
Is Trust Home
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The query to create this table is shown below:
Select category, sex , Is TrustHome into ServiceuserSingleCategoryCase Table
select category.*, Sex, IsTrustHome
into ServiceUserSingleCategoryCase
from (
select ServiceUserID, UnitID, Category
from
FactDCM fdcm
join DimME on fdcm.ME = DimME.Code
join DimBehaviourCategory cat on fdcm.BCC = cat.BCC and DimME.Mood =
cat.MEMood
group by ServiceUserID, UnitID, Category
having COUNT(*) = (
select MAX(score) as maxscore from (
select ServiceUserID, Category, COUNT(*) as score
from FactDCM join DimBCC on BCC = DimBCC.Code
where ServiceUserID = fdcm.ServiceUserID
group by ServiceUserID, Category) as innerq
group by ServiceUserID
)) as category, DimServiceUser, DimUnit
where category.ServiceUserID = DimServiceUser.ID
and category.UnitID = DimUnit.ID

6.9

Application of Clustering Algorithm
The attributes having discrete categorical data type are used for

clustering. EM method is applied which is an extension of k-means method and
favourably accommodates discrete categorical variables. In this method at first,
different probabilities (weights) are assigned randomly to each object for each
cluster. In successive iterations, these probabilities are refined (adjusted) to
maximize the likelihood of the data given the specified number of clusters. On
the other hand the k-means method produces exactly k different clusters of
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greatest possible distinction. The results of both clustering methods are
different. The k-means assigns objects to clusters to maximize the distances
between clusters while EM method assigns the objects into specific clusters
based on probability distribution. EM clustering method has been applied on the
DCM data set to classify the data into classes. There are two reasons to choose
this method on the DCM data; one is the suitability of the EM method with
discrete and categorical data type and second is that this method represents
the soft clustering approach on data which maximize the likelihood of the model
[127]. This approach will enable users to see the number of actual population of
objects in the data set and the number of objects placed in each cluster based
on their probability distributions.
The attributes acquired for clustering analysis are shown in Figure 19.

Figure 19: Attributes Used for Clustering

Where Service User ID is used as an object identifier and does not
perform any role in the clustering process.
Data is grouped into 5 clusters. After analysing each cluster, it is labelled
with a suitable name which represents the related objects in that group. (see
Figure 20).
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Figure 20: Cluster Model Showing All Links

The clusters are labelled according to the type of data they are divided in.
These labels are shown in Table 4.
Table 4: Clusters and their Interpreted Labels

Clusters

Labels

Cluster 1

Females in Trust Home with withdrawn behaviour

Cluster 2

Females in Trust Home with positive engagement

Cluster 3

Females in Trust home with passive engagement

Cluster 4

Males in Trust Home with withdrawn behaviour

Cluster 5

Females in Nursing Home with passive engagement and
withdrawn behaviour

In Figure 20 each cluster is displayed as a single node. These nodes are
scattered across the field and are grouped automatically based on the
similarities in objects. The relative strength of the similarity is shown with a dark
and light shaded line. By looking at the clusters we can ask different questions,
for example, in which cluster are female service users living in Trust Home or
Nursing Home and showing a particular behaviour being placed? We can see
the clusters showing week and strong relationships and also those showing no
relationship with any other cluster. Cluster 1, 2, 3, and 4 are showing
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relationship with strongest similarity based on the unit type attribute as they all
are living in Trust Homes .The cluster 5 has no relationship with other clusters
as this is the only cluster that contains female service users from the Nursing
Home. The details of each cluster can be drilled down to see the actual data
with attributes and its values (see Figure 21 showing detailed attribute and
values of Nursing Home withdrawn females (cluster 5)).

Figure 21: A Drill through Data of Cluster 5

The cluster categorization can be seen in cluster profile view in Figure 22.
The attributes category, isNursing home, isTrust home and sex are presented
as rows along with the columns showing each cluster. The attribute sex and its
distribution across all clusters can be seen. It is visible that the cluster
presenting all population shows the data distribution where service users with
withdrawn behaviour and service users of female gender have highest
probabilities than male service users.
The above figure shows that the majority of females users having
withdrawn behaviour and living in Trust Homes are placed in cluster 1. While
the females of Trust Homes experiencing positive engagement behaviour are
placed in cluster 2.
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Figure 22: Cluster Profile View Showing Attributes

Figure 23 shows cluster characteristics on probability distribution of all
attributes.

Figure 23: Cluster Characteristics of All Attributes
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Probability of each attribute and its state are as shown in Table 5:
Table 5: Total Population Probability Distribution

Attribute

Probability
Distribution

Is Trust Home

88.571%

Is Nursing Home

11.429%

Category (Withdrawal)

51.429%

Category (Passive Engagement)

31.429%

Category (Positive Engagement)

17.143%

Sex (Female)

77.143%

Sex (Male)

22.857%

Total Probability
Distribution
100%

100%

100%

Overall the data set used for clustering contained the data mostly taken
from Trust homes (88.571%), on female service users (77.143%) and the
mostly experienced behaviour was withdrawal behaviour (51.429%). The size of
the data set, number of attributes and number of attribute occurrence can affect
the results of probability distribution in each cluster. The main purpose of
grouping data into clusters was to explore the available amount of data to find
out the classes into data for further analysis.
The EM algorithm does not compute actual assignments of objects to
specific clusters but classification probabilities. In other words, each object
belongs to each cluster with a certain probability. As a final result we can
usually review an actual assignment of objects to clusters, based on the
(largest) classification probability.
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The probability distributions of each object in cluster 5 are shown in Figure
24. The service users from the Nursing Homes are showing highest probability
of 95%. Female gender is prominent with highest probability of 73.8% and
showing passive engagement with probability distribution of 51% and withdrawn
behaviour with probability distribution of 49.2%. It can be asserted that the
female service users in a Nursing Home spend most of their time either
sleeping or not engaging with others.

Figure 24: Cluster Characteristics of Cluster 5

To see what is specifically important about this cluster, we compare it with
everything outside this cluster (with the other data objects from different
clusters). Figure 25 shows the comparison of cluster 5 with its complements in
discrimination view. It is seen that to describe the category of this cluster, the
most important attribute is IsTrustHome.

Figure 25: Cluster Discrimination of Cluster 5

Cluster 2 represents the group where all service users are from Trust
Home and the majority belongs to female gender showing positive engagement
during mapping sessions. (see Figure 26).
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Figure 26: Characteristics of Cluster 2

6.10 Results
Clustering has been applied to a small DCM data set and it is clear that
the data is grouped into different groups showing service users specific gender,
behaviour and type of care setting they are in.
There was good distinction between the mean values of each of the five
clusters. The interpretation of these results shows that each cluster shows the
particular gender of service users and their behaviour in a particular care
setting. Based on the acquired results, further data analysis can be done on
individual groups to explore more hidden relationships or patterns in each
group. For example Cluster 3, which has female service users with passive
engagement, can be analysed further to explore the reasons for passive
engagement in those females. Based on the analysis the staff of those care
homes can make plans to introduce some leisure activities to change the
service user‘s passive engagement into positive engagement.

6.11 Conclusions
I described the use of data from the DCMDW for data mining purposes.
Clustering is applied to group DCM data into classes. Clustering seems to be
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used mostly in classification of medical data into groups for further analysis. A
case study presents the grouping of the DCM data by applying clustering where
data is grouped into different clusters describing the accumulation of objects in
one cluster based on their similar features.
The results show that data is grouped into different clusters based on the
highest probability distributions. Each cluster can be analysed further to
enhance the understanding of the data. The basic purpose of this chapter was
to show how the DCM data management framework (described in Chapter 5)
provides the support for the use of the data from DCM data warehouse for
mining purposes (for this study we used Clustering).
Depending on the availability of more DCM data other data mining tasks
e.g. classification and association rules can also be applied to see hidden
patterns and relationships.
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Chapter 7: Conclusions and Future Work
7.1

Conclusions
To date, there has not been any published attempt nationally or

internationally to design a DCM data governance framework explaining a data
management solution. This interdisciplinary study describes a novel approach
of managing the DCM data by applying existing IT methods and technologies.
DCM needed a governance framework based on IT technologies to
manage the data nationally and internationally. The purpose of this study was to
set a framework for governing DCM data to deal with data management issues
from capture to dissemination. In this project we introduced the DCM data
governance framework to study different steps on the data management, its
quality and security. This study particularly aimed to concentrate on the data
management part of the DCM data governance process where DCM data is
represented at Meta level in order to allow further processing. I proposed a data
warehousing approach to manage the DCM data internationally. My
contributions include the designing of DCM international database and DCM
data warehouse for governing the DCM data in terms of acquisition, storage
and retrieval. The proposed DCM data management framework is evaluated by
writing queries to extract the data from the DCM data warehouse.
Data warehouses provide a suitable environment for applying data mining
techniques on the stored data as the data is pre-processed in the warehousing
process. In this pre-processing step the data is checked for its quality,
completeness and accuracy and arranged in structures suitable for data
analysis and mining.
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A case study is presented based on a limited DCM data set to describe
the application of clustering on DCM data taken from the DCM data warehouse.
The purpose was to identify different classes in given data and show the data
warehouse and data mining connectivity. The results obtained from data
warehouse queries and the case study on clustering are very encouraging and
help us to see how the DCM governance framework describing the proposed
data management system helps to answer the questions asked by a variety of
users.

7.2

Research Contributions
This section shows the contributions made in this study, which are:
1. A design of DCM data governance framework showing the
important areas of DCM to be managed. This is presented in
Chapter 4. Different data governance components including DCM
data management, quality and security are discussed in the context
of DCM.
2. A DCM data management framework based on data warehousing
approach has been proposed showing designed data management
steps. The designed international DCM database and DCM data
warehouse architectures are shown in Chapter 5 and published in
[25].
3. A data warehousing approach to manage the DCM data facilitates
the data retrieval for analysis and data mining. Different queries
showing data retrieval from the data warehouse are presented in
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Chapter 5. A case study is presented to show the mining
application (Clustering) on DCM data in Chapter 6.

7.3

Future Work
The ideas presented in this thesis are non-exhaustive, which motivate our

future work. I have been offered the opportunity to undertake further research
within the School of Health Studies, University of Bradford to continue the
existing MPhil work on to PhD level. During MPhil study, I found some
limitations which need to be tackled in the future. The following are the
recognised areas:
1) Enhancement of the DCM data warehouse structure by introducing data
anonymization techniques at different security levels within the data
governance framework.
2) DCM user requirements should be gathered from a variety of users to
extend the DCM data warehouse architecture.
3) Enrichment of the semantics of the data warehouse schema model by
creating more fact tables and dimension tables to enable designers and
query optimizers to take explicit advantage of the aggregate nature of
DW data.
4) The ETL process can be enhanced to meet the requirements of data
update and loading issues into the DCM data warehouse.
5) This study was not meant to deal with query processing and optimization
solutions, but for the future work these areimportant issues in DCM
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international database and DCM data warehouse to be discussed in
detail to provide a fast and efficient query response to users.
6) Data quality and security issues were out of scope of this MPhil study but
are very important components of the proposed DCM data governance
framework to address in detail in future.
7) Efficient methods should be applied in order to extract the data from
existing DCM spreadsheets.
8) Other data mining techniques can be tested and applied on a variety of
DCM data views, stored in DCM data warehouse, to find, discuss and
validate hidden patterns and information from the data.
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Appendix A: Glossary
DCM
Dementia Care Mapping
Service User
A person with dementia who is residing in a care home or attends the Day Care
Participant
A service user who is being observed (mapped) by a Mapper for a specific time period
Unit
A care home or a hospital ward where mapping takes place
Mapper
A person who maps the participants over a specific time period and provides the feedback
reports to the unit staff.
Researcher
A person who can be a student, a practitioner or anyone who wants to carry the research study
on DCM system
BCC
Behavior Category Code
ME
Mood and Engagement Code
PD
Personal Detractions
PE
Personal Enhancers
Time Frame
A specific time period (usually 5min) to write the behavior and mood of the participant
Primary Care Trust (PCT)
PCT is a type of NHS trust, part of the National Health Service in England, that provides some
primary and community services or commission them from other providers, and are involved in
commissioning secondary care.
DW
Data Warehouse
DCMDW
Dementia Care Mapping Data Warehouse
OLAP
Online Analytical Application Processing
OLTP
Online Transactional Processing
DM
Data Mining
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Appendix B: A list of Mood and Engagement (ME)
values

Mood

ME value

Engagement

Very happy, cheerful. Very
high positive mood.

+5

Very absorbed, deeply
engrossed/engaged

Content, happy, relaxed.
Considerable positive mood

+3

Concentrating but
distractible. Considerable
engagement

Neutral. Absence of overt
signs of positive or negative
mood

+1

Alert and focused on
surroundings. Brief or
intermittent engagement

Small signs of negative mood

-1

Withdrawn and out of contact

Considerable signs of negative
moods

-3

Very distressed. Very great
signs of negative mood.

-5
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Appendix C: A list of Behaviour Category Codes
Code

Memory Cue

General Description of Category

A

Articulation

Interacting with others verbally or otherwise-with
no obvious accompanying activity.

B

Borderline

Being engaged but passively

C

Cool

Being disengaged, withdrawn

D

Doing for self

Self care

E

Expressive

Expressive or creative activity

F

Food

Eating or drinking

G

Going back

Reminiscence and life review

I

Intellectual

Prioritising the use of intellectual activities.

J

Joints

Exercise or physical sport

K

Kum and go

Walking, standing or moving independently

L

Leisure

Leisure, fun and recreational activities

N

Nod Land of

Sleeping, dozing

O

Objects

Displaying attachment to or relating to
inanimate objects

P

Physical

Receiving practical, physical or personal care

R

Religious

Engaging in a religious activity

S

Sexual expression

Sexual expression

T

Timalation

Direct Engagement of the sense

U

Unresponded to

Attempting to communicate without receiving a
response

V

Vocational

Work or work like activity

W

Withstanding

Repetitive self-stimulation of a sustained nature

X

X-cretion

Episode related to excretion

Y

Yourself

Interaction in the absence of any observable
other

Z

Zero option

Fits none of the existing category
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Appendix D: Screen Shots of Web-based Interface
Developed for DCM International Database

Dementia Care Mapping (DCM) Main Page

DCM Add Unit Page
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Create Mapping Session Page

View DCM Data Page
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Behaviour Category Code Page
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